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On February 14, a finding
was issued by the Academic
Freedom Grievance Commit-
tee (AFGC) responding to
charges by Professor Etzel
Cardena thathisacademicfree-
dom was violated by both the
Department of Psychology and
the Appointments and Promo-
tions (A&P) committee.
Although the AFGC com-
pleted its hearings, its conclu-
sions cannot be published be-
cause the information has not
been presented to the faculty as
a whole and appeals have not
taken place. But Professor
iardefta stated, "I was satis-
fied by the decision."
However, according to
Dean of the Faculty, Jan Cohn,
the A&P committee and the
Psychology department are fil-
ing an appeal to the AFGC com-
mittee. Colin said that the ap-
peal "is made on the grounds
ofwhatthePsychology depart-
ment, the A&P committee, and
the A&P appeals board believe
to be jurisdictional, substan-
tive, and procedural errors in
the findings."
Dean Cohn stated that "It
is my understanding that final
drafts of AFGC findings remain
confidential for a 30 day pe-
riod...." However, Professor
Cardena claims that he was told
that he could distribute the ma-
terial to whomever he wished,
as long as he did not publish it.
Cardena hung a two page sum-
mary from the report on the
door of his office. Sometime
between 6:15p.m. on February
18th and noon on the 19th, an
unknown person tore the two
pages off the door and ripped
them into pieces. Addition-
ally, Professor Cardena's
nameplate was ripped off the
wall and broken.
Professor Cardena's com-
plaints originate from a deci-
sion last spring by the A&P
committee not to reappoint
Cardena to his position as As-
sistant Professor in Psychology.
please turn to page 17
Fallout Front
Resignation Continues
BY PETER ML FRIEDMAN
Senior Editor
In the three weeks since
Trinity President Tom Gerety
announced that he would be
leaving the College to assume
the presidency of Amherst Col-
lege there has been both a flurry
of activity in the effort to find an
interim replacement for him. In
addition, there seems to have
been a dissipation of much of
the early angry sentiment to-
wards Gerety. In the week after
Gerety made his intentions
known, campus safety reported
that Gerety's windows werebro-
ken on at least one occasion. In
addition, a number of articles in
the Hartford Courcmt, including
one as recently as this past Sun-
day have characterized the cam-
pus mood as bitter towards him.
Many students however, seem
to feel that the time for bitter-
ness has passed, including one
senior who said "We really don't
care anymore, it's time for us to
find a new president and move
on."
The Bond of Tiu^iv* h.T«
been working feverishly, ac-
cording to sources, to find a re-
placement for Gerety by March
19, their next meeting on
Trinity's campus. Board Chair-
man Alfred J, Koeppel as much
as admitted that Gerety would
be ousted by the end of the year
at a Faculty meeting held on
February 18th.
At the meeting Koeppel
took the unusual step of giving
a brief speech and answering
questions from the faculty.
There was obvious concern on
the part of many faculty mem-
bers about Gerety's continuing
presence at Trinity. One faculty
member voiced trepidation
about Gerety sitting on certain
sensitive committees such as
Appointments and Promotions.
Gerety was not present at the
faculty meeting.
Speculation on the interim
president has focused on two
men very familiar to the Trinity
community: the Rev. Professor
Borden W. Painter '58 and
Trustee Worth Loomis, who just
recently retired as the president
j'/l'i.'M '(Mil fil,"il,l "
SG A's Power Questioned
BY ANNEMARIE PEIL
Opinion Editor
A recently formed group,
the Student Sovereign Affairs
Council (SSAC) is challenging
the Student Government
Association's ability to govern
the student body.
On the night of Tuesday,
March 1st, a petition was circu-
lated throughout the dormito-
ries by members of the SSAC.
The petition stated, "We the stu-
dents of Trinity College, have
lost faith in our current student
government. We believe that
the SGA does not represent us.
We demand that the Adminis-
tration sponsors a constitutional
referendum to determine a le-
gitimate government of the stu-
dents." More than 650 signa-
tures were obtained.
Before that, anotherattempt
was made with a stronger
worded petition. That petition
of February 15th declared, "By
signing this document, I hereby
state my refusal to acknowledge
the Student Government Asso-
ciation (SGA) as the governing
body of the students. Instead, I
now choose to acknowledge the
StudentSovereignAffairsCoun-
cilasthegoverningbody." This
petition 'vas rliscaid°d and the
VM»akt-i I'm- « n s m i ii'ti^ed in-
Whilr signing the np\v pp-
Stijdents discuss- the future of the SGA. KEUrCOUJS
tition does not necessarily ex-
press as strong of support of the
signers to the SSAC, leaders of
the SSAC emphasized that "it
still calls for a referendum,
where the students will decide
which constitution is legiti-
mate."
The idea foi the formation
of tilt; SSA.C was lirst proposed
•pvffldiy by mr Zake'^* *t 4n.
informal meeting thatcom eni'd
in the Washington Room on the
7th of February. The reason,
persuaded Lake, for forming
such an '"institution" is that it
would "transcend the fouryears
that we stay here [and] will be
taken seriously by the adminis-
tration."
The original intent was for
the SSAC to act seoarately from
StSA, butiti tnntimiotu, contact
pUt \e turn D
Members oi the Tunity dun in unit) Attended the giniitl opening ot K H n COUK
titv Zion Odlh'cy, d s tuden t a r t s galfcrr Jocat^d juvl oit c a m p u s o n Zion
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SSAC's Responsibility
he newly founded Student Sovereign Affairs Council (SSAC)
| isoff to a precarious start on the Trinity campus. This group
believes that although they have never been a part of the Student
Government Association, they have the knowledge to create an en-
tirely new form of student government that will be far superior to that
which we have now.
The SSAC passed around a petition last week which stated that the
current student government isn't working and that changes in student-
government should be looked into. Over 650 people signed the
petition, which neither mentions the SSAC, nor states that the SGA
should be replaced by it. Unfortunately, the organizers of the SSAC do
not understand this. They repeatedly exclaimed at an SGA open
forum that they had a petition with 650 signatures that endorsed their
form of government.-
Wednesday's SGA forum was turned into a circus by the members
of SSAC, who acted unprofessionally and heckled the SGA represen-
tatives in attendance. The SSAC members occupied the entire back
row at the meeting and shouted out insults at the members of SGA
while others in the audience were politely raising their hands.
Unfortunately, much of the student body's support for the SSAC
is built upon half-truths and misunderstandings. The classic misun-
derstanding this week was that "SGA had spent $8,000 of student
activities money to hire a lawyer." This is completely false. For the
truth, please refer to The Tripod's news stories covering this issue. The
SGA had hoped to get across the facts at the forum on Wednesday, but
this was a failure.
The organizers of the SSAC, those who are most vocally against the
SGA, were not listening to the answers to questions which they had
asked. SSAC members engaged in side conversations, trying to come
up with another snide remark or condescending comment to shout out
at the right moment. This distracted the people who were involved in
neither the SGA, nor the SSAC, making the event a total failure for all
those involved.
The SGA is an intricate organization with many committees and
links to faculty and trustee committees. If the entire body were to be
thrown but, it would be extremely difficult to reconstruct everything.
One would think thatoverthrowing the student government would be
the last resort after attempts at reform had failed. But the members of
SSAC haven't clearly demonstrated to the student body that they
would even be willing to reform the current system of government.
The movement is evolving into an experiment in political theory
and a cry of "throw out everyone, make me God," by people who have





I very much appreciate your story
about the death of my colleague
Jacqueline Caples. Certainly, it is impor-
tant for our community to be informed
about the loss of a gifted teacher and dear
medical history with the assumption that
the information was to be used "on back-
ground."
Jacqueline Caples' art was of pri-
mary importance to her during her life.
It endures for us to enjoy its beauty and
intelligence, and to reflect on its promise.
Jacqueline Caples' art was of primary importance to her
during her life. It endures for us to enjoy its beauty and
intelligence, and to reflect on its promise.
friend.
Ifeelhowever, thatjacqueline would
have preferred more emphasis onher art
and her teaching rather than on the de-
tails of her illness. Her struggle was
indeed heroic, as I tried to convey to your
reporter. In doing so, I answered the
reporter's questions about Jacqueline's
I hope that the Tripod will be able to
produce an article of some depth about




Chair of Department of Fine Arts,
Director of Studio Arts
70 Verrton Street Reminds Us To...
Take Notice Of Move
To the Editor:
It is important to keep track of Cam-
pus Safety, and its January move from
Mather Campus Center to 76 Vernon
Street has been the topic of many recent
ies, Summer School, and a host of other
programs from time to time including
the residential Elderhostel Program. I
think it is a shame mat the Triporf has not
recognized that existence — and the im-
portance — of the programs which have
I find it deplorable, however, that an office that enrolls
more than 400 undergraduate and graduate students
moved out of the space at 76 Vernon Street in December
seemingly without notice, certainly without mention1.
conversations around campus. I find it
deplorable, however, that an office that
enrolls more than 400 undergraduate and
graduate students moved out of the space
at 76 Vernon Street in December seem-
ingly without notice, certainly without
mention!
For more than a decade, 76 Vernon
Street was home to the Individualized
Degree Program (IDP), Graduate Stud-
just moved to 70 Vemon Street.
Perhaps it is time for an article on
these programs offered by the office of





: Special Academic Programs
James L, Barr '95
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF
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The Good, The Bad...
...And The Ugly
Rob Schneider At TCAC.
Spring Break approaching.
Cleo's party.
• No SSAC Constitution.
B Winter—no end in sight.




In the 15 February 1994 issue of T)w Trinity
Tripod, a letter appeared by Marlon
Quintanilla '94, ivhichwas erroneously signed
as President of the Student Government
Association.
His submission was not representative of the
opinions of the SGA, but strictly his own.
Apologies for any confusion this might have
caused. A..P.
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Alums Offer Criticism Of Gerety
To the Editor:
Like most members of the Trimly
community I was startled by Tom
Gerety's recent departure for Amherst
College. Having served as bo&Presi-
dent of the National Alumni Associa-
tion and Chairman of ftte Annual Fund
during Tom's tenure, I think I was able
fo draw a fairly informed perspective
on m ix President^ his motives as well as
his style.
I always felt that Tom was well
suited intellectually to handle any and
our former President to disempawer
our efforts to rise fo the call. Now is a
time to focus and forge a proactive ini-
tiative toc&rryfhe Trinity message for-
ward with greater energy than ever
before. The strength, of Trinity will
always transcend any single one of «s.
We mtist see to it thafcail audiences hear
this message loud and clear.
Honestly, my Trinity spirit had
goneflatthepastyearorso, Part of mis
was attributable to the ficiancialburden
of two Trinity students in school at the
same VanCj and a feeling that Trinity
Leadership will he the key. We cannot allow a perceived
weakness in our former President to disempower our
efforts to rise to the call Now is a time to focus and forge
a proactive initiative to carry the Trinity message forward
with greater energy than ever before.
all issues that would <s>me his way as
ourl*r^idertfc My problems resided in
the spirit and sincerity behind the the-
atrical JJurryfhat seemed to sobedazssle
his audiences. In short, Tom never
quite passed the "gut check" test with
me.
My greatest fear for Mm is that it
appears Amhetst may h&ve bought the
same qualities Trinity did five years
ago-. From the comments in the Tripod
coming out of Amhetst, this may un-
forfumfeJy be the case. Indeed we may
have She classic example of an otg&ni-
aafiort which in its zeal to hire a
competitor's "star" fells to do suffi-
cient due diligence. It mates the same
selectioitmist&kethe<:oxnpetitionmade
driven by the fatigue of an extended
process and a euphoria over the theto-
Tic that attracted the "star" to the com-
I
was losing something under Gerety's
guidance. In essence, was I getting my
money's worth?
When Karen Qsbome called with
the news, I was instantly revilaJBssed
and sparked to join the chal lenge anew,
Ibelievethere will be an army of previ-
ously diss&ttffctttchised alumni who will
ta% to the call as I have, Makesurewe
capitalise on this new found resource,
I do wish AttuSetsiweil. Ite posi-
tion as one of the premier email ttberaJ
arts institutions in North America only
enhances Trinity's image in the pro*
cess, Tn essence let us flat forget that
these are challenging times for all col-
leges like Trinity and Arahetst Our
cooperation with one another will be
crucial fox our collective success in the
future. If Tom Gerety does well, this
will only speak well of Trinity's ded-
As for Trinity? What a grand op-
portunity to galvanize the community
and get on with tie wonderful busi-
ness currently in place. Sure there are
challenge big challenges. Buehasany
great cause ever become truly great
without a wake up call to test its char-
acter? No, Trinity is no exception.
Leadership will be the key. We
cannot allow a perceived weakness in
g ' You are the ultima y
of the events of the past ten days, I for
one stand ready to see that this &U be-
comes a rallying cry for a better future
for the entire Trinity- community- Lee
the work begin-
Sincerely,
Robert B, Bricktey, CLU, ChFC
Genera! Manager
To the Editor:
I was not at all surprised when I
received Alfred Koeppel's letter regard-
ing Tom Gerety's sudden departure from
Trinity. I was never convinced that Tom
Gerety had a dedicated, long term inter-
est in our college, and I often found my-
self questioning his intentions during
my last three years at Trinity. It was
obvious that Tom Gerety was committed
to change, but it was never clear if his
commitment was to the interests of the
Trinity community or to himself.
With only three classes having ex-
perienced the leadership of both Jim En-
glish and Tom Gerety, only a small num-
ber of alumni/alumnae witnessed
Trinity's transformation when English
retired. Those who did could not help
being offended by the speed at which
Gerety tried to change the course of
Trinity's history. Before we knew who
Tom Gerety was, we were informed that
the Trinity experience, as we had come to
know it,wouldno longer exist. Itseemed
that Gerety believed that it was his mis-
sion to see how quickly and radically he
over. He was more concerned with expe-
diting change than with strengthening
the elements that made Trinity one of the
leading national liberal arts colleges in
the country.
I am certain that as the committee
searches for a new president, they will
ensure that she or he is more committed
to Trinity than Mr. Gerety. But I hope
that they look for someone who is not
only committed to the future of Trinity,
but respects the traditions of our college
that were partially destroyed during
Gerety's tenure.
Trinity was a much better place my
freshman year than it was when I gradu-
ated in 1992. It was very frustrating to
watch Trinity deteriorate under Gerety's
new policies. The mutual respect that
the administration and students had for
one another seemed to disappear when
Gerety arrived. Gerety was not willing
to grant students the freedom they de-
served as young adults. The students,
enraged by the new restrictive policies,
lost a tremendous amount of respect for
the administration. The result was frus-
tration, mistrust and a severe decrease in
The new president should be concerned with improving
Trinity's academic reputation, strengthening the commu-
nity and ensuring that the students have the most social
alternatives available to them.
co uld alter Trinity's "hazardous" course.
It was as though our new president had
something to prove not only to himself
or the Trinity community, but to the rest
of the world.
It often came up in conversations
with my classmates that there were mo-
tives behind Tom Gerety's aggressive
policies other than genuine concern for
that Trinity was a mere stepping sforie to
otheropportunitiesforTomGerety. After
years of suspicion, Gerety has shown the
other side that we all feared lurked be-
hind his congratulatory smiles.
The point of this letter is not to por-
tray Tom Gerety as a deceptive or mis-
leading president. What is important is
what happens to Trinity in the wake of
his departure. It seemed that Gerety
lacked a fundamental respect for the tra-
ditions of the institution that he took
the quality of the Trinity experience.
With Gerety gone there is a tremen-
dous opportunity for Trinity to regain
what was lost when English retired. I
only hope the committee realizes that
many of the changes launched by Gerety
didnot, and willnot, improve the quality
of life on campus. The new president
should be concerned with improving
4Erini«yfs academic reputation, strength-
ening the community and ensuring that
the students have the most social alter-
natives available to them. Trinity should
aspire to be both an intellectually chal-
lenging and a socially active institution.
The committee should ask the candi-
dates what they can contribute, not what
they can take away from the students, to
improve the quality of life on campus.
Sincerely,
Ned Rollhaus '92
Gerety's Actions Morally Wrong
To the Editor:
Tom Gerety accepted a position at
another college at a crucial juncture in
the affairs of Trinity: a major capital
campaign was scheduled for public in-
auguration in the Fall, and a search for a
new Dean of the Faculty was in progress.
As President his role in both of these
matters was vital. Both of these activities
have now been disrupted, and the Col-
lege has thereby been harmed.
lies in the connection between his ambi-
tion and the harm he caused to the Col-
lege: he could not pursue his ambition
unless he took actions which harmed the
College—the harm he caused was neces-
sary if he was to do what he wanted.
This must be carefully understood.
His fault does not lie in the fact of his
ambition. Nor does it lie in the fact that
Ms ambition may have led him to unwise
decisions which brought harm to the
College. This would have been the case
He pursued his own good at the expense of harming the
College. He did more than deny us a good: he inflicted
injury on the College and on its students. This was a
shameful thing to do. It was morally wrong.
the good he could have done the Col-
lege— a cause for disappointment to the
rest of us, no doubt, and perhaps even a
reason to blame him to some degree: he
would have chosen a lesser good over a
greater one. But that is not what he did
wrong.
His fault lies in the fact that there
was no way he could realize his ambition
and yet avoid harming the College. And
the harm in question was not the pos-
sible loss of a future good: it was a
current and actual loss. It is a clear case.
He could not act in such a way as
both to realize his ambition and to avoid
harm to the College. Doing one would
require that the other not be done. He
chose to place his own ambition higher
than the obligation not to harm the very
institution that he headed. If he were a
medical doctor he would have violated
the Hippocratic Oath: Above all, do no
harm,
This was what Tom Gerety did
wrong. He pursued his own good at the
expense of harming the College. He did
more than deny us a good: he inflicted
injury on the College and on its students.





Beyond this, tie has done an intan-
gible but large harm to the students, who
had every rightto see in him the very best
example of how an educator should con-
duct himself. We do not know how
much damage has been done in these
respects, particularly the last, and we
shall probably never know.
He is leaving Trinity because of his
own ambition. There is, of course, noth-
ing wrong with that, if that were the end
of the matter. What is wrong, however,
had he, for example, instituted a curricu-
lum which was a poor one for us but
would have gained him national atten-
tion. That would have been a fault of bad
leadership, fueled by personal ambition.
But that is not what he did wrong
Nor does his main fault lie in the fact
that by pursuing his own ambition he
denied the College some future benefit,
such as seeing the campaign to a success-
ful conclusion. That would have been a
matter of putting his own good ahead of
Policy Concerning Letters To The Editor:
*Please note: Letters to The Trinity Tripod must be received by 5:00 PM. the Friday-
preceding publication the following Tuesday. Letters should address the Editor, and not a
particular individual. No unsigned or anonymous letters will be printed, although names
may be withheld if so requested after a signature. The Trinity Tripod jvill not publish any letter
the Editors judged to be an attack on an individual's character or personality.
All letters are the sole responsibility of the authors and do not necessarily reflect the
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hundred words. Letters are printed according to space availability. The Trinity Tripod
reserves the right to edit all letters for clarity and brevity.
Any letters composed on a Macintosh may be submitted to The Trinity Tripod through
the DocEx server in the General Resources zone of the Trinity College network. Letters may
also be submitted on Macintosh or DOS disk.
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Children Of The SS AC Need To Grow Up
To the Editor:
I am truly impressed with the speed
and efficiency by which Eli "Che
Guevera" Lake organized his Student
Sovereign Affairs Council. To see 83
students mobilize into action for a cause
isan anomaly in anyone'sbook of memo-
ries at Trinity College. Only, the goals of
the SSAC clearly reveal the painfully
provincial and embarrassingly adoles-
cent nature of the organization.
Their self-righteous indignation
stems from shamefully selfish sources
and is directed against undeserving tar-
gets. The irrational angst of the SSAC is
neither purposeful nor respectfully radi-
cal; it is merely prepubescent pebble
throwing and cannot, in any serious or
responsible context, be justified on the
grounds of "right" or "liberty."
For what does it say about a school
— nay a generation — when compla-
cency is the rule and minor, highly per-
sonalized issues are the only ones that
warrant breaking the silence? And what
concern. In contrast, at Camp Trinitopia,
one can move in with their boy/girl-
friend, exist within and around the cam-
pus with enough autonomy as to never
to encounter the opposition or enforce-
ment of the administration or Campus
Safety, and generally live one's life with
the freedom and respect any enlightened
adult could ask for. Not only this, but
general freedoms begin to blend into
apparently unappreciated perks, such as
being able to remove an F from your
record simply by supplicating to a sym-
pathetic faculty board; being able to take
physics courses which do not give grades
below a C; extensive security coupled
with outstanding facilities; and having
the choice to attend twelve of the best
schools in the country.
As far as our freedom from outside
forces is concerned, there is no such thing
as a room search, and if a Hartford po-
liceman wishes to enter your room he
must first check in with our friends at
Campus Safety who then proceed to call
you ahead of time and warn you. And if
If the SSAC had blossomed out of the same fertile soil as
other organizations concerned with big thinking and
imbued with the larger seeds of discontent, then the
present debate would seem more acceptable, more at home.
does it say about a movement when its
mythical martyrs are the Beastie Boys
and the revolution's rallying cry is "You
GottaFight/ For Your Right/ To Party?"
For really, this is what galvanized the
students who actually gave thought to
what they were doing when they peeped
their way into last week's faculty meet-
ing: they simply did not want amend-
mentsbeing made to their RigVitTo Party
Freely law. Theypeevishly stuck a weak
fist into the air and opposed an adminis-
tration whose legitimacy is confirmed by
the very social contract that they entered
by way of accepting admission to the
college.
"Mau Mau" Lake claims that "as
moral beings" it is imperative that we act
to end the administration's "paternal-
ism." This statement leads me to woe-
fully ponder the moral universe of any-
one that includes kegs and frats into its
lofty realm.
Of course, one mightargue that there
is the underlyingissue of disenf ranchise-
ment and victimization at the hands of a
fascist administration, of which the keg
and frat issues are only malignant out-
growths of the cancerous root. I believe
this thinking to be not only unfair, but
absurd.
Anyone who visits other colleges
knows that Trinity is lax on almostevery
issue where comparable schools are strin-
gent; not to mention the bureaucracies
and we-don't-want-a-lawsuit attitude
that students at public schools have to
deal with. In this respect the present
movement contradicts their basic as-
sumption. For only at an institution
where the student body is so lulled by
privileges andfreedoms could they even
find the time and nerve to demand ill
thought out and silver spoonish conces-
sions from a school most young people
can only fantasize about.
Let's be honest: at Trinity College
one can obtain, use, arid even sell the
drug of one's choice with assured impu-
nity. As a matter of fact, regarding alco-
hol and drugs only as example, the laws
of Trinity College give you more free-
dom than the real world Federal statutes
that apply to you as soon as you step
outside of the protective gates.
To put this unappreciated freedom
in perspective, my friend at Boston Uni-
versity, in order to gain access into his
own dorm, must sign in and pass a real
security guard; there are restrictions on
guests, and getting busted is an actual
you get arrested in town, Trinity will bail
you out.
The "paternalism" V.I. Lake con-
demns must not sound so bad if you are
a student at a state college; and it
shouldn't sound bad to us. Any com-
plaint about the amount of freedomhere
simply falls on my ears as a faint whim-
per that demonstrates how regretfully
out of touch withreality certain students
really are. And to anyone thatbatted not
an eyelash when reports o/ethnic cleans-
ing poured out of Bosnia last year but are
now clamoring against "unjust" aca-
demicpolicyregardingrequirementsfor
one's minor, I can only respond by ask-
ing them to take a long look in the mirror
and see if they can still take themselves
and their cause seriously.
Huey P. Lake and his cronies would
have you believe that when we get out of
here we willbe liberated from the clutches
of the administration and relish in the
freedom of the "no-rules-I-don't-hand-
pick" environment of the real world.
Actually, Martin Luther Lake is going to
yearn for thosehalcyondayswhensome-
one looked out for him and he actually
had the time to argue that he wanted his
Cloud 9 a little to the left.
The fact is, we, my friends, are not
oppressed. This isn't Kent State or Co-
lumbia back when their was a reason to
fight the administration; there are no
discriminatory practices in admissions;
serious infringes upon the freedom of
the student body do not threaten a free
intellectual environment; we arenot, con-
trary to Moses Lake, ruled over by the
iron fist of Draconian good ol' boys ac-
tively counter attacking open student
expression.
We are simply subordinate to a gov-
erning body who has legitimate power
to hand down, what, in the old days, we
called rules. And when a group of stu-
dents, privileged by definition, break a
long silence only when authority hands
down relatively insignificant laws that
force a slight accommodation in their
partying schedule, I am moved to call it
what it is: whining. The tiny world view
of the "activists" acts as a prism which
distorts standard and innocuous legisla-
tion into a grave injustice carried out on
the part of dictator-like and repressive
magnates. Get a grip kiddies: it's Trinity
College, not the Third Reich.
It is not the idea of student empow-
erment in and of itself that deserves scorn;
indeed, it is necessary for students to
command essential control over their
destiny and it is their right and duty to
call administration on it when they are
out of line.
My point here is not the legitimacy
of rebellion as such—of course there are
times for rebellion and there are times to
fight. My point is that in life we must
pickandchoose our fights. Thequestion
is inconceivable to me in light of
humanity's current state.
If the SSAC had blossomed out of
the same fertile soil as other organiza-
tions concerned with big thinking and
imbued with the larger seeds of discon-
tent, then the present debate would seem
more acceptable, more at home. But it
didn't. Iterupted out of a sterile, compla-
cent population and is an isolated move-
ment which sadly demonstrates what
Trinity College means by "Act Locally."
For the SSAC doesn't share membership
with an 83 member strong Nuclear Non-
Proliferation group; it isn't allied with 83
active ConnPIRG members; there is no
coalition with 83 Amnestyites; it's not
the result of a Students for a Democratic
Society revival; and it doesn't even have
the official backing of the Fantasy Guild.
In 1968 Trinity students took over
the administration building and kept
trustees locked in against their will to
demand a fund for Black scholarships
and more Black admissions. Right on.
This was a serious and successful effort
to fight against what was then unjust
school policy. Is Eli Lake's organization
of pissed-off Fratties and Budweiser
stockholders what Trinity radicalism (a
seeming paradox — I know) has deterio-
rated into? Couldn't we find a real cause
for 83 young Trin Trin hotheads?
Truly this is no time for business as
usual and no point in history where we
can afford to expend valuable and needed
energy exclusively on the trimmings of
minor and petty issues. No true revolu-
tionary ever concerned himself with up-
per middle-class mandates thatincluded
the word "keg" in the main body. We
face beasts more ominous than those from
No true revolutionary ever concerned himself with upper
middle-class mandates that included the word "keg" in
the main body. We face beasts more ominous than those
from Milwaukee.
we have to ask ourselves is, "Is this our
most noble cause?"
That it was the issues espoused in
the mandate of the SSAC, as opposed to
all other possible wrongs to right, that
mobilized intelligent young people into
impressively swift and effective organi-
zation is what disturbs me the most. It
demonstrates a value scale that is ass-
backward in what it deems "injustice
worthy of action." That this group sees
their agenda as important above others
Milwaukee.
The fact remains that we are stu-
dents at an institution that is run by
administrative officials on whose terms
we accepted admission. And when they
begin to affront my collective humanity
or tell me what to think, then I'll be right
next to you.
But until then, grow up Eli.
Sincerely,
Alexander Zaitdiik '96
Before Rewriting Our Student Government Constitution,,.
SSAC's Attitude Needs Revision
To the Editor:
Foremost, we would like to make
clear that in no way does this tetter
reflect the opinions of any other per-
sons on the Student Government Asso-
dafior»,asietefrom the fburnamw stated
directly below,
OnthenightofWednesday^March
2,1994> the SGA held snopenloiuflito
discuss and entertain arty complaints
brought faith by the studentbocSy. It ia
our opinion that the discussion was
d K d i l JJ hp
who were present. This opinion was
reinforced by several' other students
who ate not associated with the SGA,
For the most part everyone who at-
tended the forum behaved in a respect-
ful manner,
After the SGA open forum, Itwas
vocalized that the Student Sovereign
Affairs Council would be holding a
ttiee ting ia the Bi 6ftc», It was our under-
standing snd that of others present that
this meeting was open to any person
interested in the ideas and o rganteation
of the SSAC, As&resultof several inter-
esting comments that were made by
members of the SSAC at the open foxum,
we decided to attend this meeting, hop-
ing to gain an a better understanding of
their ideas and plans.
Upon entering the meeting, which
was not yet In progress, we were wel-
If it is the hope of the SSAC
to obtain support through
students, then we feel we
should have had the right •
to have attended this meet-
ing and to he treated with
respect and courtesy.
corned by the group. Shortly after'our
arrival, EH Lake opened the meeting by
informing the group, of approximately
twenty, that this •was not aft informa-
tional session, although he would enter-
tain a few questions.
Mr. Lake proceeded to answer two
questions, posed by two members of the
SGA who had already established the
fact that they were not attending the
meeting on behalf of the SGA, but in-
stead, as concerned students. He reu
sponded to these questions in a rude
and unprofessional -manner. These re-
sponses disregarded the previously
mentioned fact that we were not there
representing the SGA; but instead,
treated us as assumed adversaries.
If it is the hope of the S&AC to
obtain support through students, then
we feel we should have had ate right
to have attended this meeting and to
be' treated with respect and courtesy.
We feel that this adversarial atti-
tude of the SSAC reflects poorly on
their ability to properly represent the
student body. We would hope that
other concerned students would not
be treated as poorly if they chose to





Taryn Helens Shuhy '97
Mo Zelaya '97
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Marriott Practices Kosher Employment
To the Editor:
What's all this talk about unioniza-
tion and unfair labor practices at Marri-
ott?! Let me tell you what's up!! Thereis
no one in a better position to accurately
report and give an unbiased statement
than myself, Jan Alvord, Trinity IDP stu-
dent and one-year Marriott student man-
ager veteran. (Anonymity and repercus-
sions??)
Marriott's "Guarantee Of Fair Treat-
ment" states, "It is the policy of Marriott
Corporation that all employees' suggestions
be given full consideration. There will be no
discrimination or recrimination against any
employee because he or she presents a com-
plaint or problem"
During the course of my employ-
ment with Marriott, I have handled nu-
merous and various complaints, prob-
lems... youname it, I've seen it. Not once,
honestly, has there been any upper-level man-
agement intimidation of any type! All em-
ployees have immediate access to the
District Manager (Vijay's boss). In the
case of unresolved difficulties, the
employee(s) can then verbalize their con-
cerns with a Marriott Vice President.
No pro-union sentiments from Mar-
riott rank and file have taken place dur-
ing the last year. Additionally, no union
activists have been recruiting, interview-
ing or whatever! The first mention con-
cerning unions was Mr. Lake's exercise
in BS-based agitation!!
I am currently in the process of re-
vising all Mather Hall employee job de-
scriptions — detailing every facet per-
taining to individual work stations.
Teamwork is stressed — no unfair bur-
dens are placed on our associates — this is
ascertainable by documentation!!
Marriott's sick-time policy is very
clear and exists for valid reasons. One or
two day sick leaves rarely require docu-
mentation. ,, • 1 ' ". t •;,'••< !•'.t
Doctor's notes are required for more
extensive illnesses and injuries, to pre-
vent possible food-borne illness or em-
ployee reinjury upon work resumption.
If Mr. Lake had submitted a doctor's note
along with his article, I would under-
stand!
Promotion is based on annual re-
views, employees have access to their
reviews and can take matters into their
own hands.
Language barriers are being ad-
dressed by a joint Marriott/Trinity ESL
program (English as a Second Language).
Non-English speaking and/or writing
associates meet withpersonal tutors on a
weekly basis.
Nearly every Marriott manager
started at the bottom: Vijay was once a
dishwasher. Most started as student
managers like myself. Along the way up
the ladder, they achieved academically
as well. (Are they to be faulted for
achievement?) Marriott does have a tu-
ition reimbursement benefit program,
although it is, admittedly, somewhat lim-
ited.
Absolutely no firings have taken place
toreduce labor costsl That statementin Mr.
Lake's article is utter fallacy. Firings take
placefordocumentedreasons only: theft,
chronic absenteeism, gross misconduct,
etcetera. This is factual company data!
Initial new-hires at Marriott are al-
ways paid one dollar in excess of mini-
mum wage. Nobody works for minimum
wage at MarriottW
If Mr. Lake had any understanding
of the Food Service Management busi-
ness, he would realize the ineptitude of
his closing statement concerning specu-
lation that Mr. Sharma is satisfied with
unsatisfied employees. Mr. Sharma ob-
viously realizes that a satiated customer
base can only be achieved with moti-
vated, self-activated employees. (This is
Professor Incensed By The Cold...
Pile Logs On The Long Walk
To the Editor:
The following is an open letter, which was
originally directed to the Director of Facili-
ties Management, Planning, and Services,
regarding a "request to disconnect sprin-
klersystemandfirealarmsinareaofSeabury
304 and to stack logs along Long Walk."
As you know or should know from
the number of phone calls and work
orders from Mrs. Brazil in our depart-
ment, Ihave had a serious heating prob-
lem in my office for many months.
Having tried wearing ski under-
wear and gloves without satisfaction,
particularly when trying to type, I am
now going to experiment with a new
solution.
I intend to install a Ben Franklin
wood burning stove in my office and
run a stove pipe through my office
window to the outside. With the help
of student volunteers, I plan to stack
logs along the Long Walk so that stu-
dents who come to my office can bring
me a log or two as a price for my advice.
Because I will be bringing these
logs from Vermont, it would be helpful
if you could instruct your employees to
contribute to my pile (length not to
exceed 18 inches).
Those who assist me in my efforts
to keep warm during these winter
months will be rewarded by roasted
chestnuts.
My only concern is that my stove
might set off the sprinklers and fire
alarms and thus cause the Hartford
Fire Department unnecessary trips. If
you are too busy to disconnect these
alarms, I can do the job myself with a




Professor of Political Science
| | | j | i ^
Marriott opinion surveys, which I
personally conducted, indicate that the
overwhelming majority of the students
on the meal plan are more than satisfied.
An institution such as Marriottmusf
have satisfied internal customers (the
rank and file — the workers), before we
can produce external customer (the meal
plan participants) satisfaction.
This is proven fundamental theory,
leading to the irrefutable conclusion that
Mr. Lake's speculative assumptions are,
in essence, just that, pure unfounded
speculation!!
Sincerely,
Jan Alvord, IDP '04
Marriott Student Manager
Members Of Government
Should Invest In New Ears
To the Editor:
This is in the hope that student voice
can be heard, and that fables still teach
people a lesson.
Once upon a time there was a col-
lege. And at that college there were
students, about 1600 of them. They were
all very different, and still they wanted
But, as often happens in politics, the
requests became demands. Egos replaced
intellects. Radical replaced rational.
Controversy replaced compromise. And
they found themselves in the Cave. The
SGA couldn't see what they were doing
wrong, and their rival couldn't see what they
were doing right. To this day I wonder if
they couldn't see or just refused to. So
Then the students grew restless. Problems weren't ad-
dressed as readily. Representatives stopped representing.
And all those who had once cried out to be heard just
stopped listening. They kept talking, and talking, and
talking, but they forgot to listen.
the same thing, student empowerment.
They wanted a say. They wanted a voice.
And they received one. The StudentGov-
ernment Association was formed and
they called it, affectionately at the time,
SGA. Students were elected to SGA and
it ran smoothly, for a while. And repre-
sentatives did what they should, they
represented. And students cared. And
the college thrived. And the students
had a voice, and that voice was heard.
There were problems, but they were ad-
were ongoing. Life was notperfect, after
all it was still government.
Then the students grew restless.
Problems weren't addressed as readily.
Representatives stopped representing.
And all those who had once cried out to
be heard just stopped listening. They
kept talking, and talking, and talking,
but they forgot to listen. And other
groups formed, and some died, and still
more formed.
And one day a group got stronger
than the others and challenged the SGA.
AndtheSGAlookedtheotherway. In all
fairness, they were frustrated. The ad-
ministration and librarian and faculty
SGA said that the rival had people be-
cause they had mislead them. And the
rival said that SGA had people because
theybribed mem wirhpainy candy. And
no one saw that they hadpeople because
it was ten minutes until 90210.
They didn't see that students were
tired. And sick. And rightfully so. They
wanted their voice heard, but all their
leaders, past and present, had stopped
listening to students so they could fight
w ith each o ther, and gratify their already
•tyegos. And all those who
joined because they really cared could no
longer separate personal and political,
and they went home and turned off
broadcast and telephone ringers and
wentto the View. And all of the potential
student leaders cringed and fled to
Amherst.
The end is sad. The deans vetoed the
demanded referendum, and the afore-
mentioned librarian of the faculty
grounded all student empowerment ac-
tivists, SGA as well as their rival. The
punishment: no more meetings, voice
mails,postersoropenforums. Tnetrust-
ees were made the alternative to student
government. GeorgeHigginsandRandy
But, as often happens in politics, the requests became
demands. Egos replaced intellects. Radical replaced
rational. Controversy replaced compromise.
and secretary and president had abso-
lute power. They were tired of fighting.
So the rival group ran with their new
found popularity. They stood for stu-
dent rights, for activism: no more of the
passive SGA for them. They wanted
their voice back. And, in all fairness,
they had very good requests.
Lee hired an intern specializing in ego-
psychology and VIP days were held at
that nice little college in Massachusetts.
And you know what, after all that, and
without any student voice at all, the col-
lege, itself, still lived.
And it was silent.
-Name Withheld
The Community Service Office
Is Always Accepting Donations Of:
• Clothing
• Non-Perishable Food Items
• New and Used Toys
• Books for All Ages
Please call the CS office for
drop off arrangements at x2383.
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Prendergast's Estimation Of RA Duties Unfounded
To the Editor:
I am writing in response to John
Prendergast's letter of 15 February. As a
member of the RA program at Trinity
was appalled at the ignorance displayed
by Mi. Prendergast and offended by his
assertions and suggestions.
To begin, I would suggest to Mr.
Prendergast that rather than "think[ing]
about what the RA program does for the
student body," that he actually do his
homework and find out what the RA
My job, as an RA is to be
aware of potential problems
and related resources that
would serve as a resource to
these people,
program does for the Trinity commu-
nity.
Mr. Prendergast lists three specific
tasks as consti tu ting the j ob of a Resident
Assistant. He seems to believe that of
primary importance is our ability to pro-
vide food to residents "in the form of
study breaks." It is unfortunate that he
finds this food to be of poor quality and
available on an infrequentbasis; after all,
when someone tries to do something
nice, on a limited budget, for a variety of
people, they should always be able to
satisfy the tastes and time constraints of
each individual. Perhaps then Mr.
Prendergast should adopt his own sug-
gestion and procure and consume food
of his own.
Mr. Prendergast then goes on to
question an RA's ability to provide "coun-
seling services when students are having
Thus, if a person comes to me because
they are depressed I will listen and I will
do what I can to make them feel better,
but most importantly I will refer them to
a prof essional more competent to handle
the situation.
The third (and supposedly final)
include a twentieth duty: listen to the
unfounded opinions from ill-informed
whiners.
Additionally, Mr. Prendergast uses
faulty logic in his estimation of staff sala-
ries. He admits that "at least some per-
sons in theprogram are being paid $3,000
It is unfortunate that he finds this food to be of poor qual-
ity and available on an infrequent basis; after all, when
someone tries to do something nice, on a limited budget,
a crisis, [or] we problems.- Atno point , mriety of people, they should always be able to sat-
in my training to become an RA, or at any Jul "• v™ v V J r r ' J J
isfy the tastes and time constraints of each individual
other point thereafter, have I been told
(nor have I inferred) that "counseling
services" are part of my job. Rather, it
has been stressed that as an RA I am not
qualified to help people having "life prob-
lems." I am, however, qualified, trained,
and expected to serve as a resource to
these people.
My job, as an RA is to be aware of
potential problems and relatedresources
that would serve as a resource to these
people.
Subsequently when a crisis (or even
a simple question) arises I am expected
to support a person in need of help tem-
porarily while offering referrals to those
more qualified to handle the situation.
It's Getting Better AH The Time...
John, Not Paul, Was "Bill
To the Editor:
Let me say that over the past couple
of weeks I have enjoyed your articles on
the Beatles. But I must make one correc-
tion concerning your article "Beatles—
Legendary; Paul McCartney—Talented
Greeting Card Writer." You stated that
Paul recorded the •"infantile" song "Bun-
galowBill."
As any WartvedFab Tour fan know s,
thatsong was written and sung by John.
John wrote the song during his visit to
India in 1968. Despite the Lennon/
McCartney song credit, John was the
sole writer. His inspiration was a hunter
that he encountered on his trip.
But if you're looking to trash a song
that Paul wrote on the "White Album," I
think "Martha My Dear" qualifies,
I just wanted to help you out. I'd
love to go on, but I'm sure you'd rather
take up this space to write about the lack
of napkin cozies in the dining Hall or





An open letter to Eli Lake from the SGA Executive Board
Dear Mr. Lake:
The following is in response to the letter received Friday, March 4th. We
are under the impression that you are the author of said letter.
We were unable to meet with you on Friday, March 4th, due to the fact
that you gave us less than a day's notice. We hope to set a mutual meeting
time at some point during the upcoming week, A possible time is
Wednesday at8:00PM. Thecallfora constitutional referendum is a topic
that we should address during our meeting. If this is not agreeable
please contact us as soon as possible.
Many good points were raised during the open forum on Wednesday,
March 3rd. We are currently pursuing those ideas. We feel that the
vehicle is in place for students like you to implement change in your
government But we ask you to please refrain from harassing and
making any further physical threats to us and the other members of the
SGA. We are open to your ideas and we want to listen to them in a
rational manner.
We feel that open dialogue should continue and improve among the
student body in regards to any possible constitutional changes. We
intend to have at least several more all campus meetings to discuss this
and any other ideas. And of course, any student can attend and take part
in our Senate meetings on Tuesday nights in Hamlin Hall at 7:15 PM.









aspect of my job that Mr. Prendergast
takes issue with are the "dorm events"
organized by RAs. It would seem that
Mr. Prendergast's understanding of these
programs as "essentially glorified study
breaks" is prompted by his belief that
they are simply an event "with more
food and better stuff to grab for the room
when you're working late on a paper."
Speaking from my own experience,
a great deal of time and planning, energy
and effort are devoted to providing resi-
dents with programs of interest that are
educational, provocative or interesting.
I am deeply offended that he merely
regards them as a time to take food and
take off. Perhaps if Mr. Prendergast ever
stayed to actually listen to or participate
in any of these programs he would not
see them as a waste of time or money.
I can count nineteen specific duties
within the RA job description (whichMr.
Prendergast might easily have obtained
a copy of had he chosen to actually base
is opinions in any factual evidence) for
anRA. Mr. Prendergast has enumerated
only three.
For example, RAs are also expected
to "participate in area on-call responsi-
bilities," which involves giving up twelve
hours of a day (7 PM - 7 AM) on a rotating
basis to assist in residential problems
that might arise.
I don't get out of bed at two in the
morning and trek from Elton to Jarvis
because I enjoy the night air; I do it be-
cause as an RA it is part of my function,
part of my service, to the Trinity commu-
nity. Perhaps my job description should
per year." "At least some" does not
mean "all;" unfortunately Mr.
Prendergast models his argument on this
misguided assumption. (For the record,
most RA salaries come nowhere near the
$3,000 mark.)
Again, I want to stress that any mon-
etary compensation we receive is not for
simply orchestrating study breaks.
If you have ever made (or received)
a noise complaint, complained to an RA
about ants, asked where a classroom or
office is located, had furniture removed
(or received), learned anything from a
program, read a dorm newsletter, been
to a halt meeting; had your combo
changed, enjoyed a dorm or area social
event, or really needed help in a crisis
situation, then you have experienced the
"worth" of a Resident Assistant, theORL
Program Staff and the ORL Support Staff.
Finally I would like to suggest that
the RA program is not only a striking
example of student empowerment, but
also a resource for those who wish to
attain it.
Members of the Residential Life staff
are aware of whom to contact for specific
needs; they are particularly aware of
opportunities and spaces available to stu-
dents, and they are an organized body
effective atraising awareness and instru-
menting change. To suggest that the RA
program is unnecessary is both insulting
to its hard-working members and detri-
mental to the entire Trinity community.
Sincerely,
Larissa Lockyer '96
Lost In The Mail
To the Editor:
Trinityhas a security problem tihat
most of us don'thear about. Ws not as
sensational as gang warfare or Saab
vandalism. It's our mail room,
Last Spring at about this time, a
new credit card arrived at the Trinity
ih Iy
saw the card, although apparently area
merchants did, as I got a phone jCall
fromChase Visa informing meof over
of charges on my new card, X
itwas indeed signed for here atTrinity,
but it never reached my hands,
I will soon receive written confic*'
mation that my merchandise had spent
a fleeting moment in the mail room
(provided said confirmation isn't"lost"
on artivsi), and I'm toid by mail loom
staff that this confirmation, along with
my original receipt, will allow them to
pay me for the missing merchandise.
Great, I appreciate that the mail
tt>Qtt\ accepts responsibility for lost
packages, but I'm still angry. How can.
Last Spring at about this time, a new credit card ar-
rived at the Trinity mail room with my name on it. I
never saw the card, although apparently area mer-
chants did.
wm initially held liable for $50 of these
charges, and after much argamentnaan-
aged irohave the charge removed anda
new card issued,
When I filed the police report and
spoke with Campus Safety, I was told
that this was not an isolated Incident,
but that the theft of my card -was just
one incident among many.
Eventually, I forgot about, the
whole debacle, but I received a harsh
reminder this month* I recently discov-
ered mat clothing I ordered from }.
Crew has mysteriously disappeared
feom out oh-so-wonderfully efficient
and trustworthy mail. room.:), Crew
kindly traced ray order and found that
a federal office, and correct me if I'm
wrongr but Post Office branches are
st£U Federal offices, be careless enough
in thek security procedures that one
person would experience this problem
at&LL much le$stwiceinon$ year? We,
as students, don'thavenuich choke in
whore to have our mail delivered-
Shouldn'twe be able to feel safe, know-
ing that our mail will be waiting in, our
boxes, and that some mail room em-
ployes isn't off in West Farms Mali,
wearing our clothes and using our
credit cards with reckless abandon?
• Sincerely,
' G b l H
The Economics of the Citibank
Classic Visa card. How no annual fee, student discounts
and Price Protection create upward growth, A variety of factors have been suggested
as contributing to the economic growth of students, including (1) more lottery winners between the
ages of 18 and 22, (2) a 37% increase on earnings from bottle and can returns, (3) more students
doubling earnings in the lightning round of game shows, and (4) the Citibank Classic Visa® card. It's
this last one, however, that affects most students. % The Citibank Classic Visa card offers immediate
savings to student cardmembers. \bu can now receive the Citibank Classic card with No Annual Fee.
"\bu can capitalize on a $20 Airfare Discount for domestic flights,1 a low variable interest rate of
15.4%? as well as savings on mail order
purchases, sports equipment, music and
magazines. One might even have enough
savings to reinvest in a CD or two (the
musical kind, of course), f] On the way to
the record store, or any store for that
No known picture ofWashington smiling exists. Economists believe Washington ^ms unhappy m a t t e r , t a k e S t O C k O f t h e 3 S e r v i c e s
because he felt he could have received a better deal on war supplies. If he used a Citibank
Classic Visa card, he would have been assured of getting the best price and probably would
have been happier. (Artist's rendering ofhow he would have appeared on the dollar.) COIlCenied With purchases made On the
Citibank Classic card. Citibank Price Protection assures one of the best prices. See the same item
advertised in print for less, within 60 days, and Citibank will refund the difference up to $150.3
Buyers Security"" can cover these investments against accidental damage, fire or theft
(ordinarily causes for Great Depressions) for 90 days from the date of purchase? And Citibank
Lifetime, WarJrahty*̂  pan e x t t e d t ^
up to 12 years? *H But perhaps the features which offer the best protection are your eyes, your
nose, your mouth, etc.—all featured on The Photocard, the credit card with your photo on it.
Carrying it can help prevent fraud or any hostile takeover of your card. (Insiders speculate that it
makes quite a good student ID, too.) Even if one's card is stolen, or perhaps lost, The Lost
Wallet"m Service can replace your card usually within 24 hours. 11 So never panic. As we all
know, panic, such as in the Great Panics of 1837, 1857 and 1929 can cause a downswing in a
market. But with 24-hour Customer Service, there's no reason for it. A question about your account
is only an 800 number away. (Panic of the sort experienced the night before Finals is something
else again.) H Needless to say, building a credit history with the support of such services can only
be a boost. "Vbu're investing in futures—that future house, that future car, etc. And knowing the
Citibank Classic Visa card is there in your wallet should presently give you a sense of security,
rare in today's—how shall we say?—fickle market. H To apply, call. Students don't need a job or a
cosigner. And call if you'd simply like your photo added to your regular Citibank Classic Visa card.
Here's the number: 1-800-CITIBANK, extension 19. (1-800-248-4226). H The Law of
CITIBAN4G
L -1 -•" S • •',
U28 0013
Student Supply and Demand states, "If a credit card
satisfies more of a student's unlimited wants and
needs, while reducing the Risk Factor in respect to
limited and often scarce resources—with the greatest
supply of services and savings possible—then students
will demand said credit card." So, demand away—call. Not jusi Visa. Citibank Visa.
,:„_ cnni(u Minimum ticket ourchase mice is $100. Rebates are for Citibank student canlmcmbers on ticktts issued by ISE Flights only.
 !The Annual Percentage Rate for purchases is 154% as of 12/93 and may
tpriv-nie Annual Percenuec Rate for cash advances is 198*. If a finance charge is imposed the minimum is 50 cents. There is an additional finance charge for each cash advance transaction equal to 2% of the
icny. i i»_nuuuu , ^Xjon' however it will not be lets than $2.00 or areater than S10.00. 'Certain conditions and exclusions apply. Please refer to your Summary of Additional Program Information. Buvers




The Citibank Classic Visa card w/H be
there for you with no annual fee, a low
rate and special student discounts...
so your own economy will be more
like a boom than a bust. Call 1-800-
,jBxt.19 (1-800-248-4226).
amount of each cash advance transacl
Security is underwritten by The Z\mr
least the minimum based on retail MI
a Paramount Communications Company. Used
coverage are available in your Summary of Additional Program Information. Monarch Notes* are published by Monarch Press, a division of Simon & Schuster,
._:_ r_ -c .i. 1.1 :.u™ /-:.:!—i. — J : . -«_«_ i r e jsjued by Citibank (South Dakota). N.A., ©1994 utibank (South Dakota), N.A. Member FDIC.
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On the twenty first of
March, the Mather student cen-
ter will begin to be renovated.
This project is part of the trust-
ees' efforts to "address students
the architecture of the campus
more uniform in design.
Over all the renovations
includeenclosingtheRittenburg
patio and refurbishing the in-
side of the cave to improve its
decor and lighting. The North
and South entrances to Mather
The planning committee hopes to replace the
wood floor in the Washington room with
something-which is impervious to beer.
social issues, and the student
center seemed a good place to
start," according to John
Woolley, director of facilities,
planningandmanagement. The
project is just the beginning of a
long range plan to renovate
Austin Arts Center, the library,
and the dorms along the long
walk.
The project to renovate
Mather will cost from between
three to three and a half million
dollars, paid for by a bond issue.
A Washington. D.C. based ar-
chitectural firm, Hartmon and
Cox is the design team for the
project. Charney and associates
of Hartford are the project ar-
chitects.
The architects plan to put
ridge, line dormers on Mather
Student Center and windows
which are reminiscent of the
style in which the long walk
was built. Later the Austin Arts
Center will also be renovated
with, dormers, in. order to make
will have enlarged vestibules
and new staircases to improve
traffic circulation throughout
thebuilding. Bathrooms will be
added to the first floor and the
basement level restrooms will
be moved to a new location in
the basement. The corridor,
known as fat man's alley, which
leads from the stairs to the book-
store willbe widened to improve
traffic circulation throughout Major renovations on Mather Hall are set to begin in March.
The ATM machine will be relocated during
construction, and the entrance to the Mather
driveway will be closed to all traffic.
the basement level of Mather.
The game room will be relo-
cated and the post office will be
enlarged and improved.
The Washington Room is
still under consideration. The
planning committee hopes to re-
place the wood floor in the
Washington room with some-
thing which is impervious to
beer. This however is still unre-
solved. Also to eliminate the
large lines for the restroom dur-
ing functions in the Washington
Room, the women's room will
be enlarged.
The women's center will be
moved to the second floor of
Mather, where the calender of-
fice and food service offices will
be moved as well.
These renovations, how-
ever, will mean some inconve-
nience for the faculty, staff and
the student body. The project
leaders ask for your coopera-
tion while this construction takes
place. The ATM machine will
be relocated during construc-
tion, and the entrance to the
Mather driveway will be closed
to all traffic.
Most issues which will ef-
fect students are those of circu-
lation since the North and South
entrances of Mather will be un-
KELLY COLUS
der construction at the same
time. Therefore, all traffic will
have to flow in from the en-
trance by the Mather driveway,
which may cause some difficul-
ties.
Events will continue to take
place in the Washington Room
for the remainder of this aca-
demic year and the dining hall
will continue to operate at all
times.
The bulk of the renovations
will hopefully be finished by the
end of August when the student
body returns.
This is the plan for the basement of Mather Hall. Notice the following changes: The restrooms have been moved back to a newly excavated area, The Cave is
enlarged taking up the space that is now the Game Room, the Post Office has additional mailboxes, the Game Room is where Campus Safety used to he, and the
Mather Darkroom is moved into a space that is now part of the Marriott offices. Also, hallway from the back stairwell to the Post Office will be widened.
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Class of '98 Admissions Encouraging
BY MATT HENRY
News Writer
In a year where the college
is left without a President and
Dean of Faculty, as well as a
continued concern over neigh-
borhood safety, the number of
applicants for next year are
pleasantly surprising. It was
rumored that applications were
down by two hundred or more,
but the Admissions Office was
quick to point out otherwise.
"We have about three thousand
applications," said Dr. David
Borus, Dean of Admissions. The
total count of applications at the
end of the admissions process
last year was three thousand fifty
eight. "Percentage wise the dif-
ference is little or nothing," Dr.
Borus said.
There have been worries
that the number of applications
might drop after recent events
at Trinity. The President ten-
dered his resignation in the
middle of the implementation
of the Strategic Plan. Many
wonder what effects this may
have on the capital drive. Also,
the recent position that the ad-
ministration has taken on the
Greek issue caused many stu-
dents to believe that admissions
would be down.
"One of the largest concerns
from prospective students and
parents is the neighborhood,"
said Dr. Borus. "What is good is
that we have statistics to show
the students and parents from
Brian Kelly and Campus Safety
that show that Trinity is a safe
place to attend. Most people are
reassured. While we know that
we have lost some applications
because of the setting we're in,
wealsoknow thatstudentshave
not applied to other schools be-
cause of their [rural] setting. It's
all a big trade-off."
A good indicator of the
steady number of applications
is the number of students who
have made an early decision
commitment to the college. Last
year there were 95 students who
committed themselves under
early decision applications.
"This year I believe there
are a 115 early admission stu-
dents. That's a ten percent in-
crease. And I should say that
the pool of students applying
this year is one of the strongest
I've seen in my six years here at
Trinity." Dr. Borus added that
the regular admission applica-
tion show a strong pool of stu-
dents as well.
Responding to the
President's decision to leave on
the number of applications, Dr.
Borus commented, "I don't think
that is a factor in a students de-
cision to go to a college. Most
people don't know who the
President is, and wouldn' t make
their decision based on that.
When you were applying, was
that an important issue for you?"
"Overall, the applications
have been very encouraging,"
Dr. Borus commented, "I'm
happy to prove the rumors
false."
Get the credit you deserve-*
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NO ANNUAL FEE!
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the GE Classic MasterCard has no annual fee. Frankly, we
don't see why you should pay just for putting our card in
your wallet
This great offer could only come from
a team like GE, Card, Services and
MasterCard. GE Card Services is part
of one of the leading financial services
companies in the world. And MasterCard's the credit card
more widely accepted than any other on the planet. Together,
they provide you with unparalleled financial security.
STUDENT DISCOUNTS.
As a GE Classic MasterCard member, you're also entitled Co
special discounts at many of your favorite stores. Through the
COLLEGE MasterValues™** program, you'll enjoy savings of
up to 40% on everything from CDs to travel.
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Look for an application on campus or in your mail.
It's required reading that can give you the credit you deserve.
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Thirty Truants Towed
Tow trucks spent several dreary days removing recalci-
trant cars from parking lots located around campus. This was
part of Campus Safety's announced attempt to punish people
who repeatedly resisted registering for campus parking per-
mits. The criteria for towing was five unpaid tickets and to
never have registered your car with campus safety.
DCS-BK lugubriously lamented that there are forty feloni-
ous cars conspicuously left on the list. "We've been towing
them to Benton's Garage," he said, "it then becomes the student's
responsibility to pay for the towing fee and his or her past
transgressions." DCS-BK, however, is not thrilled by what he
has to do: "the last thing we want to do is tow people from
campus, but its unfair for the rest who have registered and park
legally."
There is a chance of reprieve for the petulant perpetrators.
Broad and Vernon parking stickers are frivolously free and
eliminate evil removal of one's adored automobile. DCS-BK
promises the perpetrators that campus safety will accommo-
date audacious accumulations of ten-dollar tickets, although no
amicable amnesty is available.
The hot list roams ruthlessly with true targets, so to evade
embarrassment and potential pecuniary penalties run rapidly
and disburse dollars to safeguard your Snaab.
Vending Vandals
High Rise hooligans were seen snatching snacks. These
treacherous thieves used a bent wire to fish freely inside of the
first floor morsel machines. A watchful worker noticed the
nefarious nogoodnicks and rapidly reported them to security.
This is only one of a sudden string of dastardly destruction
in this doomeddorm. Broken bottles, wrecked windows, cracked
card readers, and lacerated lifts (damaged elevators) persis-
tently plague this erstwhile estate. The latest lawbreaking
incident involved the larcenous loss of twin turntables from
WRTC
Campus Safety wants these escapades's end to happen
hurriedly. An officer will now inspect inside this degenerate
dorm to root out the rascally residents who constantly create
conundrums.
- SecMHty'Btott&wGtXiiiy'mweg that these terribly malicious
malefactors mighrbepart of some surreptitious and crafty cabal
to save spondulas for towing transgressions.
Credit Card Crooks
Malicious mail room robbers have been pilfering precious
credit cards and spending swiftly on other people's plastic. On
March 3, a sadden student went woefully to Campus Safety to
tell them the tale of his stolen shekels. DCS-BK said that about
four to six times a year students fail to receive a credit card in the
mail and do not realize it until months down the road. "If is a
problem that plagues all colleges," he said, "we just don't know
what to do because the credit card companies are too slow to
track down the perpetrators." He also said that since the cards
arrive in unmarked envelopes, itmakes it difficult to tighten tip
security. . ;'
A professor recently had a card stolen from his locker in
Ferris that was used to charge over $2400 in furniture. DCS-BK
seems to think that this theft was part of a more organized ring
of thefts.
Sources have suggested that mail room rogues have been
dressing dashingly dapper of late. Then again smarmy suits
and shiny shoes have always been acceptable attire for slot
stuffers, surely?
Kitchen Kapers
The Cave confines were maliciously molested on February
21. Purposeful pry marks marred the decorous doors across
from the mail room. They were found past one a.m. Campus
Safety has stepped up security in that area. Craving a Cave
cheeseburger is usually understandable, but this dishonest
deed baffles burger buffs.
id com piled by Paul Sullivan
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SSAC's Proposed Government Analyzed
BY ANNEMARIE PEIL &
MATTHEW PRINCE
Opinion & Managing Editors
In an interview with Robyn Adcock
'94 on the 18th of February, she stated
that the Student Sovereign Affairs Coun-
cil seeks to present thestudentbody with
"a government that is simplistic and
minimalistic." While theSSAChashinted
about what their cons titutionwillbelike,
and have even suggested that their con-
stitution is superior to the SGA's, virtu-
ally no students understand the intrica-
cies of the proposed SSAC government.
The proposed SSAC government
will be headed by "two [leaders] contrac-
tually-bound to the SSAC who will be
responsible for presenting the decisions
of the Council to the appropriate admin-
istrators," according to SSAC visionary,
Eli Lake '94. The Council, then, is com-
posed of various committees. Each com-
mittee is formed around a common in-
other serious organization.
According to the proposed constitu-
tion, once a charter is accepted, a com-
mittee can vote on all General Assembly
decisions. Therefore, the committee to
Paint Jackson Blue will be a p art of decid-
ing how much money should be allo-
cated to every other organization that is
a member of the Council, what should be
on the meal plan, which route the shuttle
should follow, and other issues which
the group was not originally formed to
consider. Still, the SSAC defends itself
by staring that their government will be
"more representative than [student gov-
ernment] has been" because they claim
to be a "direct democracy."
In addition to committees formed
around campus groups, it is currently
proposed that three executive commit-
tees will sit on the Council. The three
shall be the Faculty Committee, the Jus-
tice Committee and the Budget Commit-
tee.
place twice a semester.
According to SGA Vice-President
Lizz Platt '95 approximately 60% of SGA's
issues are small and uncontroversial
enough to be decided in one meeting; the
SSAC would require that each of these
issues go to an all-student referendum.
Under the SSAC, if Trinity College had
wanted to send flowers to Nicole Martin's
parents, it would have had to be pro-
posed first by a committee of at least ten
members, be approved by the General
Assembly and finally be passed through
an all-student referendum—since this is
an action which necessarily involves SAF
money and concerns the entire student
body. The process would take at least
half of a semester.
Tuesday, March 1, a petition was
circulated throughout the student body,
soliciting signatures for a constitutional
referendum. While the more than 650
student signatures on the petition are
impressive and significant, a Tripod tele-
phone survey investigated the results
after concern was voiced by many stu-
dents and SGA members.
While statistics were not taken, it is
interesting to note that a number of stu-
dents signed the petition just so the so-
licitors would leave them alone. Said
one, "I was writing a paper, and did not
want to be distracted, so I signed the
petition."
Another interesting trend for which
statistics were not compiled was that a
number of the students interviewed had
absolutely no idea what SSAC stood for,
not only in the ideological sense, but also
as to what the acronym spells out.
One result that both governments
should take to heart, however, is the
25.7% of the students who signed the
petition who are not sure of which gov-
ernment they would rather. The main
rationale for answering with an "I don't
know" response was that the student felt
ill-informed about both governments.
A committee formed around Painting Jackson Blue would
have as much of a voice in the General Assembly as
TCAC or any other serious organization.
terest. For example, TCAC, which has
approximately 60 students and receives
approximately $78,000, would be repre-
sented by one committee, thereby hav-
ing one vote in the Council. Committees
can also include sports teams, academic
clubs, or for that matter any political
interest that a group of ten or more stu-
dents has on campus.
In order to be recognized by the
Council, at least ten students must be
organized around a central issue. In
order to gain a vote on the Council, a
Charter must be presented by the com-
mittee to an ais of yet unnamed officiary
o/ the SSAC. Within each committee, a
Chairperson must be elected, whose re-
sponsibilities include voting and attend-
ing the bimonthly meetings. While stu-
dents may participate in as many com-
mittees as they desire, each student may
only be elected Chair of one committee.
If committees can be formed as eas-
ily as organizing ten people around a
single issue, what is to prevent ten stu-
dents from organizing ten groups around
ten meaningless issues and thereby get-
ting ten votes on the Council? Further-
more, it seems inherently unjust that a
committee formed around Painting Jack-
son Blue would have as much of a voice
in the General Assembly as TCAC or any
The Faculty Committee will be based
on the current SGA model, as the SSAC
doesn't "want to forfeit power that al-
ready exists." It is proposed that the
Justice Committee seek independent
counsel "for the sole purpose of admin-
istering the yearly budget." The SSAC
seemed wholeheartedly opposed to this
idea when the SGA announced Wednes-
day night that it was seeking indepen-
dent counsel to rewrite the Charter of the
school, Another responsibility of the
Justice Committee is to "maintain aca-
demic honesty."
The Budget Committee is proposed
to be divided into three sections: one
dealing with budgets over $10,000 per
year; one dealing with budgets from
$5,000 to $10,000; and one dealing with
budgets under $5,000. It is confusing
why the SSAC needs three separate parts
to the budget committee, when most
groups on campus receive less than
$5,000, while only approximately five
groups receive more than $10,000.
All proposals which the General
Assembly considers come from the vari-
ous student groups and the three execu-
tive committees. Each of the proposals
which the Council approves automati-
cally go to an all-student referendum.
These referendums are proposed to take
Tripod Telephone Poll
This poll was taken the evenings of March 2nd & 3rd. Only students
whose names appeared on the SSAC's petition were surveyed.
Do you support the SSAC?
Yes - 63.7% No -16.8% Don't Know - 19.5%
Would you rather SGA or SSAC as your stu-
dent government?
SGA -15.9% Don't Know - 25.7%
' SSAC-52.2% Neither-6.2%
Did you read the letter that SSAC distributed
to everyone on February 28th ?
Did you vote in the last SGA election?
Yes-38.1% No-61.9%
Do you have a problem with SGA as it cur-
rently is?
Yes-51.3% No-48.7%
If you have a problem with SGA,, is it with the
structure or the people?
Structure - 34.5% People - 46.6% Both -18.9%
j.S9t ofthoie sunewJ Mid they did not 51V the petition.
Mwguio] t,ni>rjm the poll t3S>L!r
Revolutionaries Challenge Student Government Association
continued from page 1
with them. Atthetime,bothKevinDerby
'97 and Lake emphasized that the SSAC
"would not be in opposition to SGA.''
Said Derby, thesrudentgovernmenfean
easily fix the problems of SGA if the
student body is behind it." He continued
to say that the SSAC would be "an op-
portunity to declare that we [the stu-
dents] should be making policies on stu-
dent rights."
Between the week of the 7th and the
week of the 14th, at least one meeting
between key members of both the SGA
and the SSAC transpired. On Monday,
February 14th students in attendance
expressed extreme dissatisfaction with
SGA. The members of SGA who were
present attempted to defend their posi-
tion by asking whether those in atten-
dance were-either aware of the proper
channels to initiate change (be it the ba-
gel cutter or altering the charter) or if any
had ever attended an SGA meeting. The
SGA members further defended their
government by stating that the group in
attendance was wasting their time by
ignoring such "proper channels of au-
thority."
SSAC leaders, outragedby such dec-
larations, claimed that SGA was under-
mining all resolutions for cooperation
between SGA and SSAC that were made
the evening before in a closed confer-
ence.
At 4:00 PM on Tuesday, February
15, a faculty meeting convened in Boyer
Auditorium. Approximately 70 students
"crashed" the meeting in the name of
SSAC. A brief speech was delivered by
Eli Lake. The speech, in essence, in-
formed the faculty that the student body
no longer felt represented by SGA.
Comments afterward by the faculty
were mostly, of bewilderment. While
interested by the speech that was deliv-
ered, the faculty could not figure out
how this affected them or why they were
being informed,
That evening, another informal
meeting was conducted in the Bistro.
Lake declared that the SSAC's purpose
would be to "reestablish student govern-
ment," Lake simply-stated, "SGA no
longer represents us."
At this meeting in the Bistro on the
15th, the initial petition was circulated.
Student reaction to this ranged from en-
thusiasm to extreme skepticism. One
student remarked, "I don't know what
SGA does and thus do not feel right
about condemning it." Another student
said, "The SSAC has yet to offer an expla-
nation of their exact position."
In separate interviews with both Eli
Lake and Vicky Kouma '95 on the 16th
and 17th of February respectively, it was
stated that the SSAC would take advan-
tage of Open Period to draft a constitu-
tion to be "submitted for student discus-
sion and student approval." While an
actual constitution has yet to be finalized
or released, an all-campus mailing was
distributed on Monday, March 1 which
briefly outlined the idea of the SSAC's
proposed government. As this article
goes to press, the release date for the
constitution is officially scheduled to be
Tuesday, March 8.
A letter addressed to Marlon Quin-
tanilla '94, President of the Student Gov-
ernment Association was posted Thurs-
day, March 3 after "Come Bitch at the
SGA." In the letter, the SSAC challenged
the'SGA to "an official debate on Mon-
day, March 7th in the Cave on the issue of
the legitimacy of our two competing con-
stitutions."
However, such a debate did not take
place and the SSAC has yet to present a
constitution. SGA would not honor the
request by SSAC to hold the forum in
part because Quintanilla had not had the
opportunity to discuss the possibility
with the entire SGA, nor did the SGA
have the opportunity to vote upon the
proposal.
Whiledraftinganddistributingtheir
constitution is of utmost importance, the
SSAC has other plans which they intend
to pursue. Some possible future initia-
tives mentioned by the SSAC in the past
include publishing an annual student-
written evaluation of professors and
classes, composing a policy on minors,
writing a policy that acknowledges fra-
ternities, and writing anew strategic plan.
Mention was also made that the trustees
would appear on campus March 19 and
plans should be made for some demon-
strative action then, too.
Wednesday, March 2, "Come Bitch
at the SGA" was held in the Cave. Some
legitimate points were made about the
"secrecy" with which SGA operates in
both its budget committee and steering
board. Said Justin Van Etten '96 of the
SSAC, "It serves as a real kick in the ass
— it'll get us motivated."
Said Robyn Adcock'96 of the SSAC
movement, "If it works, then fantastic! If
it doesn't, well, at least it got people
thinking." After a pause, she thenadded,
"But I really think it will work."
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Marriott To Stop Serving
Veal In Dining Hall
BY AMY MCGILL
News Editor ~
The recently established Animal
Rights Organization accomplished a big
feat on Tuesday February 15th when the
SGA voted to endorse their petition to
stop serving veal in Marriott. According
to the group's president and founder,
Sean McElligott '96, it was a narrow vote
to endorse the group and it involved a
recount. Marriott stopped serving veal
two days after the vote was cast.
Although only a few months old,
the organization is well underway in
making changes at Trinity to protect the
rights of animals. The proposal to stop
serving veal began at the beginning of
the Spring semester.
Under the direction of Vice Presi-
dent, Whitney Pomeroy '96 and
Katharine Parker '96, the group collected
signatures for a petition which stated
that Trinity students no longer wanted to
have veal served in Marriott.
Over 700 signatures were obtained.
According to McElligott that is the ma-
jority of the people on the meal plan.
Pomeroy said that the signatures were
gathered outside of Mather and they were
met with some resistance. She noted, "a
lot of people said that they shouldhave a
choice about what they want to eat."
Pomeroy also said that many of thepeople
who refused to sign the petition were
science majors.
In describing the organization,
McElligott said, "the purpose (of the
group) is to be an advocate for animal
rights on campus and outside campus."
He noted that the organization is recog-
nized by Trinity although they will not
begin to receive funds from the school
for a full year.
The group has met once with their
faculty advisor, Dean Peters. Pomeroy
commented, "[Peters] had great ideas...
he headed an Animal Rights Group at U.
Mass before he came to Trinity and wants
to help educate the campus and let people
know what is going on."
Due to lack of funds McElligott said,
"things will be touch and go for the first
year." He hopes to be able to start a
newsletter that would give students in-
formation involving animal rights and
also notify the community what prod-
ucts should be avoided because of their
abuse of animals.
Currently one of the goals of the
organization is to stop the use and selling
of Gillette products on campus. In addi-
tion, the next thing that the group hopes
to do is to create a policy that would
allow biology students to abstain from
vivosection without having their grade
penalized.
There are ten members of the Ani-
mal Rights organization including secre-
tary Alison O'Byrne '97 and treasurer
Derek Frederickson'96. McElligott com-
mented, "We want to keep it small, we
have highly dedicated kids... [the veal] is
a good example, we had an idea and
went out and did it, its odd for a group to
get things done."
Tom Gerety Leaving
February 15 issue "Gerety To Leave Trinity."
Contact The Tripod at x2583 to request
additional copies of this issue.
INSTITUTE FOR STUDY ABROAD






Fully integrated study at British, Irish,
New Zealand and Australian universities
FALL OR SPRING SEMESTER • FULL YEAR
INSTEP • SUMMER PROGRAM • INTERNSHIPS
Study Abroad Information Session
Representative: Tom Roberts — ISA
Andrew Osborn - Univ. Tasmania
Date: . Thurs. March 10
Location: Mather Hall Comm. Rra.
3:00 U.K. - I re land
4:00 Aus t ra l ia - New Zealand
For further information please contact: Your Study Abroad Office on campus
or the Institute for Study Abroad, Butler University, 4600 Sunset Avenue,
Indianapolis, IN 46208, Tel; 317/283-9336 or 1/800-858-0229,
President's Resignation
Still Having Impact
continued from page 1
of the Hartford Graduate Center.
Loomis and Painter were named
as the leading candidates in the Courant
this past Sunday, although their names
have been widely circulated around
campus since the moment that Gerety
announced his decision. Although there
were a small number of other candi-
dates who were briefly considered, ac-
Italian Programs and was formerly the
Chairman of the History Department.
Painter is known to have strong sup-
port from faculty and administration
figures, although he said that he is not
actively campaigning for the job. Com-
menting on the speculation thathe was
being considered for President, Painter
said "That's what they tell me,"
Loomis, formerly President of the
"Although the Board may have wanted some level of
secrecy, the search for an interim -president was not
done with a high degree of confidentiality,"
cording to one person close to the situ-
ation who spoke on the condition of
anonymity, they were all quickly
dropped from serious contention.
"Although the Board may have
wanted some level of secrecy, the search
for an interim president was not done
with a high degree of confidentiality,"
said an individual who was familiar
with the process.
Both men have significant experi-
ence and are well regarded. Painter
served as interim Dean of the Faculty
immediately prior to Dean Jan Cohn's
appointment in 1987. Although there
hasbeenspeculationthatPaintermight
be offered the Dean's job again on an
interim basis if the search committee
does not find a replacement by Cohn's
retirement date, a friend of Painter's
stated that that was highly unlikely.
In addition to having been Dean
of the Faculty, Painter is the Director of
Dexter Corporation of Windsor, Con-
necticut has been a trustee since 1983.
He is a graduate of Yale University and
received his M.B.A. from New York
University. Loomis, a descendant of
one of Connecticut's most prominent
and distinguished old families, is cur-
rently on the faculty of the Hartford
Seminary, and is set to begin teaching
there in the fall. Loomis said "If I was
asked to serve I would be honored."
Loomis is not actively pursuing the job
either, however.
According to an individual who is
close to the Board of Trustees, Loomis
has strong support from his fellow
members, but his age has led some to
worry about whether or not he would
have the energy to perform the job. A
Loomis ally however dismissed those
concerns as unfounded. A decision on
who the new President may be is ex-
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Academic Freedom
Finding Challenged
continued from page I
Accordingto Cardena, the A&P
committee terminated his em-
ployment because they "were
disappointed with my scholar-
ship." Cardena complained
that they "didn't like the na-
ture and direction of my work."
Cardefta believes that al-
though his teaching and re-
search are up to par with oth-
Committee to investigate these
charges. Even if it is found that
his academic freedom was vio-
lated, Cardefia's termination
would still stand.
Dean Cohn explained that
"He has already had an appeal."
She stated that the A&P appeals
board "turned down his ap-
peal." Cohn explained that the
AFGC's rulings have no bear-
E-Mail and Print Letters To Improve Communication:
"The letter that the department was origi-
nally going to send the A&P committee
contained criticism of opinions that I had
expressed at a department meeting and on
the faculty floor."
—Professor Etzel Cardena
eis in his department, he was
denied reappointmentbecause
of opinions that he expressed
at department and faculty
meetings. Thus, Cardena be-
lieved that his academic free-
dom was violated and that his
freedom of speech was in-
fringed by the Department of
Psychology.
According to Cardena,
controversy arose in his reap-
pointmentprocess over a letter
written by Professor Sharon
Herzberger, Chair of the Psy-
hology Department. "The let-
er that the department was
originally going to send the
A&P committee contained
criticism, of opinions thatl had
expressed at a department
meeting .imf on the faculty
floor," said Cardena.
The letter was revised and
submitted to Cardefia's file af-
:er intervention by Professor
^ n k Kirkpatrick, the Om-
budsman. In the second ver-
ion of the letter, the wording
was changed, but the issue of
sensitivity towards women stu-
dents was still mentioned.
This letter als o raised ques-
tions about female students
feeling uncomfortable in the
presence of Professor Cardena
when he first came to Trinity.
According to Cardena, the let-
ter "contained a number of
ing on the decisions by the A&P
committee. Cohn explained,
"The Academic Freedom
committee's charge is to pro-
tect academic freedom at the
college," and not to rule on
A&P matters.
Professor Cardefta spoke
of the information in the
AFGC's decision, saying that
the information is "going to
come out, some way or an-
other." In discussing his de-
sire to distribute the findings
of the AFGC, Cardena said, "I
would not be surprised if they
fire me...."
Professor Cardena is in his
third year at Trinity as an As-
sistant Professor of Psychol-
ogy. Hfilsone of four Hispanic
tncnlty .it Trinity, and cLiims
to have the support of the other
three. Before teaching at Trin-
ity, Cardena was at Stanford
University doing research on
hypnosis and psychological
reactions to disaster. If his re-
appointment is not reconsid-
ered, he will be forced to leave
Trinity at the end of the semes-
ter.
Whenaskedifhehas given
up his fight for his job, Cardena
said, "I haven't given up my
claim on being treated right
and fairly... and having my
work treated fairly." Cardena
also said that "I am going to
Cardena appealed to the Academic Freedom
Grievance Committee to investigate these
charges. Even if it is found that his aca-
demic freedom was violated, Cardefia's
termination would still stand.
statements thathadneverbeen
substantiated."
"I believe that the exist-
ence of [the first] letter... vio-
lated not only my academic
freedom, but my First Amend-
ment right of free speech," said
Cardena. He says this, "even
though it was withdrawn after
the ombudsman intervened."
Another part of Cardefia's
charge to the AFGC was to in-
vestigate the possibility of a
conflict of interest. "My com-
plaint was that the person who
had originally written the let-
ter was allowed to remain part
of the A&P committee despite
there being a procedure to al-
low her to excuse herself from
the committee," said Cardena,
Cardena appealed to the
Academic Freedom Grievance
fight to have [the reappoint-
ment decision] revoked by ei-
ther internal or externa
means." ProfessorCardenahas
filed a discrimination com
plaint against Trinity College
with the Connecticut Human
Rights andOpportunities Com-
mission.
Cardena also contacted the
Connecticut Civil Liberties
Union, (CCLU) and filed a com-
plaint. In a report dated Octo-
ber 7,1993, the CCLU said that
"Based on the documents that
we reviewed, we cannot be con-
fident that Professor Cardena
was judged solely for his schol-
arship and teaching perfor
mance. The factors consid-
ered... includedsome thatwere
so vague and unspecific as to
invite mischief and unfairness.
BY AMY MCGILL
News Editor
As the turbulent school
year continues many efforts
ha ve been made by the adminis-
tration to keep the community
aware of changes that are hap-
pening at Trinity College. Two
ways which this has been ac-
complished is through a letter
sent to all students from the
Deans and the addition of "Tran-
sition News" to e- mail.
Both Dean of students, Dr.
David Winer, and Dean of Fac-
ulty Dr. Jan Cohn sent a letter to
all students dated March 1,1994.
The letter addresses five issues
including the search for a new
President and Dean of Faculty,
The Strategic Plan, new changes
that have been made to registra-
tion by the curriculum commit-
tee, Fraternities and Sororities
and Campus Safety.
The letter demonstrates
how the searches for a dean and
president will involve the stu-
dents as best as it can. Student
input can be given to Mr. Alfred
J.Koeppel,Chairmanof the Trin-
ity Board of Trustees. Koeppel
can be written to via e-mail or
letters may be sent to him in care
of the office of the deans.
The letter states that mes-
sages to Koeppel will be for-
warded directly and confiden-
tially.
Regarding the Greek issue,
the letter states, "The Board re-
mains committed to that deci-
sion; we continue to work with
representatives of those organi-
zations that want to remain at
Trinity." The letter also men-
tions Mather Renovation, Aca-
demic Initiatives and ends dis-
cussing campus safety saying
that this is the third year that the
number of incidents has de-
clined.
In addition to the letter, the
start of "Transition News" to
the e-mail system has been very
well received. The idea came
about within the first ten days
to two weeks followingGerety's
announcement that he would
be leaving Trinity to become the
Presidentof Amherst College in
Amherst, MA.
Jane Daly Seaberg, Direc-
tor of Public Relations, insti-
gated the idea to use the e-mail
Seaberg and her staff that Trin-
ity did not have a good mecha-
nism for displaying breaking
news as it happens and thatThis
Week at Trinity and The Trinity
Tripod were hindered by weekly
deadlines.
"Transition news" is a good
test to show how could be used
in future to improve communi-
cation on campus. Seaberg said,
"We fully recognize that not ev-
eryone has access or uses it,
we're trying to find someway to
accommodate to them." She
noted that a letter was sent to all
supervisors who know staff
without e-mail or who don't use
it. The supervisors are encour-
aged toprintoutthee-mailand
to give copies of it to their staff.
According to Seaberg, us-
ing e-mail as a source of news is
a trend that is happening on a
fane Daly Seaberg, Director of Public Rela-
tions, was aware of how many people in the
campus community had access to e-mail and
noticed that there was no other venue for
getting breaking news out to everyone.
knowing that there was a need
to keep the college informed of
changes. She was aware of how
manypeople in thecampus com-
munity had access to e-mail and
noticed that there was no other
venue for getting breaking news
out to everyone.
It was the perception of
lot of college campuses. At Trin-
ity, the news is written as it hap-
pens and only regards informa-
tion related to Gerety's decision.
Seaberg continued to say
that one of the exciting elements
of the new program is that it
affords potential for two way
communication.
House. . .
Satin day Night L i \ e \ Rob Schneider performed on Friday in the Washington
Room. Over 500 people attended (he event which was sponsored by TCAC
KEUYCOUIt
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BY JOHN PRENDERGAST
Metro-Hartford Political Writer
Well, the big event that
started the week off was a seven-
hour public hearing on a num-
ber of bills that are up for con-
sideration by the Public Health
Committee. Though I attempted
to obtain a transcript of the hear-
ing from the committee to see
exactly what was debated at the
meeting, apparently it will not
be ready for at least a week.
The rumor is that many of
the bills under consideration
deal with the possible conglom-
eration of Connecticut's entire
health care system into one large
state-implemented health care
plan for all Connecticut citizens.
Putting Connecticut's
health care into one giant HMO
that would provide health care
for all state citizens is something
that Governor Weicker has said
is one of his main goals for this
short session.
In effect, this would make
any necessary adjus tments from
the current system of indepen-
dent health care providers to a
future Clinton-inspired national
health care plan much easier;
however, many legislators are
very concerned about several
issues that surround a Connecti-
cut state-wide health care plan.
One concern, undoubtedly, is
the cost of theplan; thoughmany
Connecticut citizens would like
to see the entire state covered by
some sort of health care insur-
ance, the possibility of many
people's health care costs in-





This winter has been one
of the worst for CT residents.
For those Trinity students at-
tempting to travel back and
forth to their hometowns, the
winter snow and ice may have
prevented some-visits. While
Hartford roads are torn with
potholes and decay, a larger
problem lies with the lack of





had much to say about the salt
problem in Connecticut.
"Quite a few municipali-
salt usage."
The state buys salt from 3
or 4 venders each year, and on
the average, the sal t sup ply runs
from about $38 a ton. The aver-
age amount purchased is 80 to
90 tons, yet this year Connecti-
cut purchased 110 tons of salt,
Turano explained that in addi-
tion to this expense, with 55
hundred 2-lane miles to plow,
it can be estimated that at the
very least, this is costing $5,500
an hour. Turano said, "Some of
our storms this year have cos
snow budget for 1 year."
Some towns in Connecti-
cut have completely depleted
their saltsupply, Bristol Super-
Some totons in Connecticut have completely
depleted their.salt supply. Bristol Supervi-
sor of Streets, Claud Bourret, commented on
the situation in Bristol. While Bristol had
obtained enough salt to cover Thursday's
storm, the salt obtained came at quite a
pretty pci my.
tics from this arcd haw over-
run theirbudgctsforSnow find
Ice Control," Turd no said. ''Be-
ginning in January, we began
conserving oiu salt." Tinano
explained Ilia I snowstorms are
easier to control than the so-
called "not'easters" Connecti-
cut has been experiencing this
winter. According to Turano,
when a snow storm hits, Ihe
plows are efficient enough to
clear the road*, <ind not muih
sail is needed to pio\ ide safe
conditions. Yet wilh the ice.
•licet, and fre.e/ing rain in al-
most all i>f the forecasts this
winter, the salt v\af. in higher
demand. "Multi-lane high-
wavs put down straight salt
hacked up wilh abrasives, but
since January this ratio h.ss
been out to 7 parts sand, 2 parts
salt,'" said Turano. Turano
sin Led lhat it can lake about
•iOO pounds per 2 lane minute
of this mixture to be effecln e.
'I he state oi Connecticut docs
have reserve piles localod at
certain spoh> a rou i \d 1 he sta te,
and Turano stated that Con-
necticut soon will "have no
choice but to utilize Lhrse for
visor of SlreetsX'Iaud Bourret,
commented on ihesiluationin
Bristol. While Bristol had ob-
tained enough salt to cover
Thursday's storm, Ihe salt ob-
tained came at quilt! a pretty
penny. "We had to look out-
bide of our regular vendor in
New London," said Bonnet."
and we had lo pay S15 to $20
more per ton.'' Bourrel staled
that Bristol had paid as much
as Jo2 a Ion, and Bristol is .still
using a mixture which con-
tains less than the normal ratio
of salt losand.
Turano staled thai com-
mon sense is of Iho utmost im-
portance in a snow storm.
"Pcoplu need lo reali/e they
must stay off ol the roads un-
less ne.ccssarv," he said. While
the slate of Connecticut is ef-
fectively equipped to handle
this next storm,Turauo specu-
lated about Ihe damaging e.f-
ti'C.ts a loss of nocessaiy salt
couldlwwonConnecticut. "If
wu ever laii out of sail, the
stale of Connecticut would be
paralyzed, especially in a
storm of sleet of icy rain." s-aid
lurano.
Another concern is the ut-
ter lack of competition that this
system would create, and the
fate of the current carriers.
proved by Connecticut voters
last year to cut on runaway
"porkbarrel" constituentspend-
ing. However, the General As-
ln effect, this would make any necessary
adjustments from the current system...to a
future Clinton-inspired... plan much easier;
however, many legislators are very concerned
about several issues that surround a Con-
necticut state-wide health care plan.
Would people who are current
employed in the health care in-
surance industry lose jobs from
these changes?
You can be sure that Aetna,
The Hartford, and other big in-
surance companies downtown
are already talking to the state
assemblymen at the front of the
fight on this issue.
Another issue that was at
the foreground this week was
the potential "loosening" of the
current state spending cap. A
constitutional state spending
cap was overwhelmingly ap-
sembly is now questioning
whether or not to raise the cap.
Many legislators say raising it
to account for new budgetary
concerns (such as the phenom-
enal snow, salt and sand costs
this winter has created) would
provide the Assembly with a bit
more "elasticity and manage-
ability" when allocating funds.
That elas ririty and manage-
ability, however, would not be
applied to Sen. BillDeBella'sbig
hair, where it is most needed,
but to all taxpayers' wallets.
Other representatives have
also wondered if the current cap
applies to federal funds in the
same manner thatiteffects state
funds; in other words, though
the state must only spend a cer-
tain number of Connecticut dol-
lars, they question whether it
should be allowed to accept any
money that the federal govern-
ment gives it, or should spend-
ing of federal money be limited
to a certain extent as well.
A good number of legisla-
tors have sent out district sur-
veys to determine how their con-
stituents feel about these issues.
Reportedly, the word from the
home front is, "spend less on
everything, both state and fed-
eral money."
The snow kept the Capitol
and the Legislative Office Build-
ing quiet for much of the week,
but a number of hearings are
scheduled for next week. I'll
keep you posted on the issues
that come up as the Connecticut
General Assembly reaches the
Month 1 mark of it's three-
month session in downtown
Hartford.
Reality Bites, Say Critics
BY BETH FENWICK &
ELLEN SCORDINO
Metro-Hartford Movie Critics
The week's movie at Four
Corners is Reality Bites, starring
Winona Ryder, Ethan Hawke,
and Ben Stiller who also directs
the movie. Lelaina (Ryder) is an
aspirin;' film maker who gradu-
ated top of her class. In her
attempts to capture the reality
of post graduation experiences,
she films her friends with a video
camera. She captures the phi-
losophies of life, promotions of
friends, and personal discover-
ies with a romantic twist.
Since this film inspires per-
sonal interpreta tion, we decided
that the best review would.be
one with a variety of opinions;
thus, the following are quotes
from some Trinity students.
#1: "It was pleasurable and
I could relate, but the ending
did not do the movie justice
as it was a contradiction to what
the movie was supposed to be
about."
#2: "It was good but it left
me a little depressed. I thought,
'how cute, but I'll never fall in
love.' And of course, Ethan
Hawke was a babe."
#3: "With graduation upon
me, I feel 1 soon will be relating
to a lot of their situation, but it
has left me with a lot to think
about. And to repeat Siskel and
Ebert, 'Two thumbs up.'"
#4: "It was definitely a
twenty-something movie that
Trinity students could relate to:
incidents from using a parent's
gas card to figuring out where
you stand after you hook up."
#5: "It was funny, espe-
cially when Lelaina's friend de-
fended Melrose Place. Ethan
Hawke was good looking, but
his teeth were messed up, and
Stiller had a big nose,"
#6: "The movie was defi-
nitely cute, a light-hearted good
time. But there was no real so-
cial significance or value. So, if
your looking for some unrealis-
tic mush about how life might
be, go see it."
Through the search of dif-
ferent points of view, we give
Reality Bites a yellow light. It
might be even more enjoyable
with a group of friends in front
of the television set. At least,
you will not have to whisper to
each other when something




. Due to the weather, our
restaurant reviewers had to
take a week long hiatus. The
review willreturnnext week.
SHOWCASE CINEMAS, EAST HARTFORD
Blue Chips 7:40 & 10:05
Schindler's List 8:00
What's Eating G.G. 7:25 & 9:50
On Deadly Ground 7:30 & 10:00
China Moon 7:00 & 9:40











take 1-84 to exit 58 (Silver Lane)
568-8810
At the Movies
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Leeny Sack Brings Perf ormance Art Back To Trinity
BY EVAN L. ZALL
Arts Editor
This Wednesday, March
10th, something a little new
comes to Trinity. Something a
little different, something out of
the norm. Something to think
about.
Leeny Sack brings her
work-in-progress, currently
titled "Thought Clouds," to
Garmany Hall in the Austin Arts
Center. This is the performance
artist's second year of presenta-
tion at Trinity; last year she was
invited as a "visiting artist;" she
had the Ferris pool drained for
the performance of her creation,
"Watercolor."
Sack has been working as
what she calls a Theater/Per-
formance Artist for decades,
now. She started at the famed
Performance Group in the mid-
seventies — from 1974 to 1978.
She attended Juliard for two
years, but found the school "too
crossing thatfield with elements
of visual and sculptural tech-
nique. Her private studio is in
upstate New York, where she
founded and now co-directs
Pangea Farm, her center for art-
ists of contemplative Perfor-
mance Art.
As a performance teacher,
Sack says she "considers teach-
ing to be a parallel to art..." The
training involved in her classes
is intensive, due to the nature of
the pieces she prepares. She
explains that performances are
limited in an institution such as
a university; precise moments
of the creation process have to
be selected to apply to the entire
work.
She is the creator of several
pieces. Shown in Trinity's Per-
formance Art class is her work,
"The Survivor & The Transla-
tor: a solo theatre work about
not having experienced the ho-
locaust, by a daughter of con-
centration camp survivors."
Leeny Sack brings her work-in-progress,
currently titled "Thought Clouds," to
Garmany Hall in the Austin Arts Center.
This is the performance artist's second year of
presentation at Trinity.
"Thought Clouds" opens March 10th at 8:00 pm in Garmany Hall.
commercial," and moved onto
other things.
"Other things" include
teaching at New York
University's TischSchool for the
Arts for seven years, and being
invited to teach as a visiting art-
ist at the Minneapolis College of
Art and Design and the Nova
Scotia College of Art and De-
sign,
In general, she explains her
teaching as being centered on
performance, but working with
This piece has been published
in Out From Under, a book of
texts by female performance art-
ists.
"Watercolors," her presen-
tation piece from last year at
Trinity, was based on the ideas
of elements of comic books, se-
lected for performance and per-
formed in a drained Athletic
Center pool.
The performances them-
selves, Sack says, do not involve
"acting; only psychophysical
and vocal work." The classes
she teaches are only for the de-
voted performer; they work for
a minimum of twelve hours each
week, though rehearsals usu-
ally stretch to eighteen or twenty
hours.
"Thought Clouds," the
work she has taught this year, is
verymuch in tunewithherideas
about crossing performance
with the sculptural. The stage is
set with white translucent sheets
hung across the front of the
stage, allowing a shielded view
of a window upstage center. On
this window, three slide projec-
tors throw their images; which
are designed as actual thought
clouds, as from a comic book.
Five projectors cast scenes of
memory and ambience onto the
sheets.
Sack says that "most of the
projected images are very body
oriented because of the source
material of the piece: the death
of my mother and my reac-
tions..." She shows for example
a woman sitting behind the win-
dow and facing the audience,
while above her head on the
screen a cloud is projected con-
taining the image of a pelvic
bone.
This work-in-progress is "a
variation on [her] solo work,"
which is beginning to revolve
around what Sack calls the
"Neo-ventriqual;" Hie separa-
tion of physical affect from
sounds.
The entire project is a "de-
vice to embody the discrepancy
KATHERINE MITCHELL
between inner experience and
outer expression." The slides,
withhelp from Austin Arts'Rich
Gold, clearly move through this
notion.
The performers, Lisa Koch
('95), Janna Sobel ('96), Leah
Kalayjian ('97), Diane
MacDonald and Jenny Cross
('96), have been given the inti-
mate space of Garmany to work
with because, says Sack, "Ener-
getically, the space is much
clearer." This allows her to
"work with intimacy in both
teaching and subject matter,"
she says.
"ThoughtClouds" is show-
ing on March 10th, March 11th,
and March 13th in Garmany
Hall. Each show begins at 8
PM.; tickets are $6.
Satire At TheaterWorks
COMPILED BY EVAN ZALL
Arts Editor
In complete darkness, the
voice of an obnoxious rock and
roll DJ invites us to party "to-o-
ru'ght." An instant later we find
ourselves on a New York sub-
way, being harangued for
pocket change by a vagrant,
freshly released fromRiker's Is-
land, intent on declaiming his
life story between subway stops.
As quickly as he disappears, we
are transported to a TV studio









Drugs, Rock & Roll.
along with his new, supposedly
drug-free lifestyle.
From a lounge lizard tout-
ing his sexual prowess to a
hyper-aggressive Wall Street
piranha to an aging hippie artist
who keeps all of his creations
safely tucked away inside his
head; an extraordinary collec-
tion of bizarre urban characters
spring to life in Eric Bogosian's
bitingly funny and artistic so-
Steve Dennis in Eric Bogosian's
cial satire, Sex, Drugs, Rock &
Roll.
This acting tour de force,
in which all characters are por-
trayed by one performer, is be-
ingpresentedby TheaterWorks.
Thisproduction stars Steve Den-
nis and is directed by Theater-
Works own Artistic Director,
Steve Campo.
Steve Dennis has previ-
ously appeared with Theater-
Works as Treat in Orphans and
as Adam in Square One. He also
directed Theater-Works' pro-
duction of Riches, by Lee Bless-
ing. Other Connecticut appear-
ances includei4//'s WellThatEnds
Well and Julius Caesar at Hart-
Sex, Drugs, Rock & Roll ™r NIOTO
ford Stage.
TheaterWorks' production
of Sex, Drugs, Rock & Roll runs
March 11 through April 10 at
the Hutensky Theater, 233 Pearl
Street in downtown Hartford.
Performances are Wednesdays
through Saturdays at8p.m.,and
Sundays at 2:30 p.m.. Dis-
counted parking is available at
$3 for evening performances in
the OneFinancialPlazaparking
garage (the Gold Building).
Tickets Wednesdays, Thursdays
and- Sundays are $15 (students
and senior citizens $13); Fridays
and Saturdays all tickets are $18.




BY ELENA HSCHB ACHER
Att$ Writer
The Avalokitesvara man-
data is being constructed in. the
Widerter Gallery by the Vener-
able Lobsang Samien. He will
be creating this rrtandala until
March 24, whenit will be swept
into the Connecticut River.
TMs entire concept: of the
sand mandate is a ritual par-
ticular to Tibetan Buddhism..
The rrtandala is an intricate
gandpainting in which is repre^
sented theabodeof the particu-
lar deity to which it is dedi*
cated^in this case,, the painting
is in honor of fee god Avalo~
kitesvara.
Tibet. Only monks who were
taking the initiation could wit-
ness such creations. Now, the
art is used as a tool to heighten
awareness of the situation in
Tibet
In I959r Tibet was occu
pied by the Chinese,, The Dalai
' Lama, theTibetans spiritual and
temporal leader, was exited to
M i s wherehenowresides with
the Tibetan Government in Ex
ile.
China has destroyed most
of Tibet's fo#este, using the
country as a dumping ground
for iuideaf waste. They have
l i d l t d
is a meditation on impeana-
nence: Buddhists believe that
all befogs suffer due to attach-
ment to changing thl t^ . The
mandate is swept up as a dem-
onstration of impetmanence.
. When the martdalai&used
g
xeioeatbg Chinese into Tibet so
that the Tibetans have become
a rotnority in their own hoinfr
land. The Chinese have not
-been kind to Tibet,
Lobsang Samten is one of
the many people who has ffed
Tibet He was bow, in 1953 and
becar&e a monk at the age of
l H d
of meditation into which ad-
vanced practitioners are initi-
ated by high lamas'. The
mandala. attempts p portoy a
certain attribute of 0$ tespec-
tive deity* AvaloMtesvara is
the de% of compassion^ the
rnandala i$ a practice that out-
lines the path to higher com-
passion for those who practice.
• The sand raandaia was
once a secret practice wiside of
gy Tartttle College, the
school associated withthe torn*
astety to which he belongs. He
is the first monk to have created
a mandate, iti the tF,$,
For further ,
visit the Widens Gallery, 10
ftjsft. to 4-p.rru during
and talk with tobsang. Goto
$ee themandak fhat<mmver
be adequately described with
words,
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Who says there's nothing to do around Hartford? Well, amongst the
towering insurance firms and national banks, there lies true entertain-
ment for those seeking something beyond the ordinary,
A Weekend Of Arts
On the weekend of March 12th, the Farmington Valley Arts
Center is offering day long workshops for three days,
Chinese Ink Painting classes will be held on Saturday, March
12th from 10 AM to 4 PM. A course on Gems will be held at the
same time. On Sunday, Sculpey-fimo Jewelry making will be
taught from 1 to 4 PM. The classes are designed for anyone
interested and will be held at the Arts Center, located off route 44,
Avon in Avon Park North.
The Chinese Ink Painting will allow students to spend a day
learning and understanding the gentleness of the oriental brush
and how its simplicity is created. Gems is a workshop for rock
hounds and jewelers that are interested in learning about more
than 100 rocks and minerals in rough and polished form, and how
to grind, sand and polish a piece of gem material into a gem. For
those interested in creating their own jewelry, Sculpey-fimo Jew-
elry is perfect. Students will learn how to roll, knead, build, add
found objects, and, in general, to make their own jewelry.
To register for the workshops, call the Art Center at (203)678-
1867 or (203)674-1877.
Attention Poets
The National Library of Poetry has announced that $12,000 in
prizes will be awarded this year to over 250 poets in the North
American Open Poetry Contest. The deadline for the contest is
March 31st. The contest is open to everyone and entry if free.
Any poet, whether previously published or not, can be a
winner. Every poem entered also has a chance to be published in
a deluxe, hard-bound anthology.
To enter, send one original poem to the National Library of
Poetry, 11419 Cronridge Dr., P.O. Box 704-YF, Owing Mills, MD
21117. Entries must be postmarked by March 31st; a new contest
opens April 1st. , .,
Evening Of One Acts
The Hole in the Wall Theater continues its 21st season on
March 18th with an evening of insightful one acts; "A Lovely
Sunday for Creve Coeur" and "Pvt. Wars," from noted play-
wrights Tennessee Williams and James McClure. Humor, wit and
insight provide the major theme for the night, as both these plays
demonstrate such qualities.
The two plays open on Friday, March 18th, and will run
Friday and Saturday nights until April 22nd. Performance times
are 8 p.m. Suggested donation is $9. For reservations and
information, call 229-3049.
ADaybilibet
The Tibetan Association of Connecticut, which includes Ti-
betan refugee artists and craftspeople, will participate in present-
ing this authentic Tibetan bazaar. The afternoon event will
feature demonstrations of wood carving, painting, carpet weav-
ing, and prayer flag making, as well as brief performances of
indigenous instruments and traditional dances, and short talks on
a range of subjects related to Tibetan culture including astrology
and aspects of domestic life. Tibetan food and the wares of
'endors from neighboring states will be available.
"Fiist Class Ravelian"
The brilliant young French pianist, Jean-Yves Thibaudet,
ioins the Hartford Symphony Orchestra at 8 p.m. on Tuesday and
Wednesday, March 15th and 16th, at the Bushnell to play Ravel's
Piano Concerto in G. Other works on the program include Georges
Auric's Overture to The Wedding on the Eiffel Tower, George
;ershwin's Cuban Overture, and Igor Stravinsky's powerful The
Hte of Spring.
Ticketsare$12 to $38; for information or to charge tickets, call
;203)246-6807.
...A look around town




There are poets, and then
there are poets.
There are men and women
who can mold language to suit
their needs, theirstyles,and their
minds. It is these writers who
most influence our literature,
and who rise to a level above the
norm.
Ms. Tess Gallagher is one
of these talented elite, and will
be joining the Trinity commu-
nity this week.
Invited for a ten day stint as
the English Department's "poet-
in-residence," Ms. Gallagher
will be teaching selected high
school students and holding
workshops from March 10th to
the 20th. She will give two pub-
lic readings, one on Thursday,
March 10th and the other on
Tuesday,March 15th. Bothread-
ings will begin at 8 p.m. in the
Life Sciences Center.
Ms. Gallagher has earned
her fame as a poet, a short story
writer and an essayist. Most
recently, she helped to advise
on the film "Short Cuts," which
is based on the stories and po-
ems of her late husband, the tal-
ented Raymond Carver.
The poet's most recent col-
lections are Moon Crossing Bridge
and Portable Kisses, both pub-
lished in 1992. She has many
other compilations, though, in-
cluding Amplitude: New and Se-
lected Poems, Willingly, Under
Stars, and Instructions to the
Double.
She has also published a
book of short stories, entitled
The Lover of Horses, and a collec-
tion of essays, A Concert ofTenses.
Her latest work in Moon
Crossing Bridge has been noted
as a collection of powerful ele-
gies for her late husband. Salem
Press, Inc. wrote that "these
powerfulpoems leave the reader
with a feeling that no drop of
love is ever wasted." This no-
tion is expressed through her
Tess Gallagher will be Trinity's poet-in-residence this March.
deeply moving allusions to the
idea that every tiny touch is filled
with love. Gallagher's "Black
Valentine" holds the verse:
"I run the comb through
his lush hair,
lettingitthinkinto my wrist
the way the wrists whisper
to the cards
with punctuation and
savvy in a game of solitaire..."
The Harvard Review sums
up this mastery. "The strength
of the poems derives from two
sources: the psychological accu-
racy of theimagery, and the fluid
imperative of her syntax... [her]
loss has triggered Gallagher's
most powerfully organized and
focused poems...."
These elegies, which also
account for her Portable Kisses,
have been acknowledged and
given the Denise andMel Cohen
Awards for "outstanding po-
ems" in 1992.
Gallagher hasalso received
three grants, from the National
Endowment for the Arts and a
Guggenheim fellowship.
The author's teching career
is impressive, as well, as she has
had an abundance of lee hire and
workshop experience. In the
fall of 1992, she held lectures at
the Geraldine R. Dodge Foun-
dation Festival in Morristown,
New Jersey. She also spoke at
the European Poetry Festival in
Sibiu, Romania. She has taught
aboard the Seattle Resource
Institute's Crusader, and has read
her poems at the International
Poetry Festival in London.
Gallagher has also extendedher
career to the collegiete, as she
held the Lois and Willard
Mackey Chair in Poetry and Fic-
tion at Beloit College in 1989
and 1990.
For further information on
Tess Gallagher's residency, con-




needs you to be a
HOST or HOSTESS
to a son/daughter
of alumni or faculty
for the night of
Sunday, April 17,
TRINITY
C O L L E G E
The College Admissions
Exploration Program (C.A.E.P.)
invites High School Juniors
to campus to learn about college life.
Please hulp us by hosting these participants!
If you are interested or want more infor-
mation, please call Karen at ext: 2406.
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Enquiring
Minds...
Should know that Around Trin-
ity received a white-hot tip last week.
An anonymous caller phoned an
Around Trinity correspondent and
claimed to know whichmusical acts
willplayonSpringWeekend. When
its reliability was questioned/ the
voice (in a heavily disguised tim-
bre, reminiscentof Woodward's and
Bernstein's "Deep Throat" in the
age of Watergate) was evasive, but
maintained that his/her informa-
tion was accurate.
Promising to keep in touch in
the future, the Source only leaked
the identity of the opening act and
not the headlining band. We at
Around Trinity hope that the Source
is responsible enough to call again.
Read the remainder of Around Trin-
ity carefully to unearth this tantaliz-
ing tidbit of gossip.
Art on Zion
Kudos to those responsible for
the Zion Street Gallery opening last
Tuesday. The student sponsored
and operated art space is located on
Zion Street (sandwiched between
the College View Cafe and the infa-
mous Trinity Barber). Last Thurs-
day, the gallery threw abannerwme
and cheese reception to kick off its
showcasing of student studio art
and sculpture.
Around Trinity hopes that this
creative trend will continue and in-
spire others in the community to
embrace and support all "local" art-
ists. Perhaps, in the future, Marty
(proprietor of the College View Cafe)
will give up some of his own space
to further the revolution (only kid-
ding, Marty).
Schneidmister
Speaking of Marty, Rob
Schneider paid a visit to the View
this last Friday. Schneider solicited
ideas on where to go from, the packed
Washington Room crowd, until fi-
nally deciding on the View and in-
viting the over 600 audience mem-
bers tocomewithhim. AttheView,
Schneider was spotted tending bar,
and later moved on to do shots at
the Hall. One lucky shuttle load
witnessed "Orgasm Man" urinate
in the parking lot of Jarvis.
TCAC finally got Schneider
back to the hotel where he not only
tried to get room service to deliver
alcohol, but also called at least one
hotel guest a serial killer. By the
way, Counting Crows will be the
opening act at Spring Weekend.
Schneider's partying might have
been abit too roughas, despite many
wake-up calls from the hotel man-
ager, he missed his 7:30 trainback to
NYC.
In order- to make a 12:00 flight
to San Francisco, Schneider, with
the help of TCAC, boarded a limo
that he paid for and was whisked
away claiming his night at Trinity to
be one of the best times he's had in
a while.




The Community Service Office
is now accepting nominations for"
several community service
awards. Descriptions of all awards
are on file at the Community
Service Office in Mather Hall.
At this time they are accepting
nominations for the Connecticut
Department of Higher
Education Community Service
Award. If you know any students,
faculty members, staff or student
groups who deserve to be
nominated, send a note to the
CSO at box #3024 by Thursday
March 10th. Cail x2383 for more
details.
Fetf
The Ferguson Prizes in
Government, are offered for the
two best essays submitted for any
undergraduate course, tutorial, or
seminar in the Department of
Political Science during the
academic year. The cash prizes
are: $6001 st place and $400 2nd
place. All essays must be
typewritten. They must be
submitted to the Chairman of the
Department by March 25,1994.
Tuesday, March 8th at 8:00
p.m., Professor Marilyn Rhie, of
Smith College will present "The
Mystic Realm: The Mandate in
Buddhist Art," in Room 320,
Aust/n Arts Center. Reception
following.
Wednesday, March 16th
from 12:00 noon - 1:15 p.m.,
Professor Jan Willis of Wesleyan
University wilt present
"Daughters of the Buddha,
Tibetan Nuns Today," in
McCook 201. Light lunch
available.
The English department is now
accepting submissions for prizes
in the areas of short stories,
poems, plays, essays and
speeches. The deadline for all
submissions is Wednesday
March 23, 1994 at 4:00 p.m.
(Except speeches which are
due Friday March 18,1994.)
Deliver typed manuscripts,
unfolded, with your name and box
number on all pages in the upper
left corner. Include a large self-
addressed envelope for return.
(For more details on prizes and




Juniors. City Term is a specialized
internship program for Juniors and
Seniors. It is a great way to earn
experience in an urban setting,
while earning Trinity credit. For
more info, call the Internship Office
at x2382 or come to our
information session Wed, March
16th, at 4:00 p.m. Seabury 14.
Announcement: Please donate
your spare change to the
Earthquake Relief Fund for
Southern California. Canisters will
be in the Student Activities Center in
Mather. Any change is appreciated.
The National Service Trust
offers students a chance to
receive a minimum wage stipend
for either 1700 hours or 900 hours
of service. For more details cail













DAYTONA BEACH - SPRING BREAK
First Class, oceanfront hotel
directly on the beach, parties,
pool deck fun, nightclubs, sunshine,
DO NOT MISS THIS TRIP!! Includes
round trip motorcoach trans, with
on campus pick up and drop off,
only $239.00 quad occp., depart
3/25/94 return 4/3/94.
Call for free brochure
1-800-9-DAYTONA
M-F, 8-6. see you on the BEACH!!
""SPRING BREAK ' 9 4 " "
Cancun, Bahamas, Jamaica,
Florida & Padre!
110% Lowest Price Guarantee!
Organize 15
friends and your trip is FREE!
TAKE A BREAK STUDENT TRAVEL
(800) 328-7283.
SPRING BREAK - From $299 Includes:
air, 7 nights Hotel,
Transfers, Parties and More! Nassau/
Paradise Island, Cancun, Jamaica, San
Juan. Earn FREE trip plus commissions
as our campus rep!
1-800-9-BEACH-l
Earn $500-$1000 weekly stuffing
envelopes. For details - RUSH $1.00
withSASEto:
Group Five




Earn up to $2,000+/ month working for
Cruise Ships or
Land-Tour Companies. World Travel.
Summer and Full-Time employment
available. No experience necessary. For
more information call:
Cruise Employment Services





'lus up to $500 for your club!
iih s fundraiser costs nothing
and lasts one week. Call now
and receive a free gift.
1-800-932-0528, Ext. 65.
Drivers Wanted:
" College Students', Retirees,
Anyone To Sell Good Humor
Ice Cream From One Of Our
Vending Trucks. Work Out-
Doors This Summer. Be Your
Own Boss. Routes Available
In Your Area. Earn $650.00
To $950.00 Weekly. Male Or
Female. Apply Now For Routes
That Start This Spring And .
Summer. Call Mon-Sat 9 AM
To 3 PM Only. 203-366-2641.
ALASKA SUMMER EMPLOYMENT-
fisheries.
Many earn $2,000+/mo. in canneries or
$3,000-$6,000+/mo. on fishing vessels.
Many employers provide benefits.
No exp. necessary!
' For more info, call:
1-206-545-4155 ext.A5079
Send announcements to
The Tripod, Box 1510,
altn. Announcements Editor.
Deadline; Wed. Noon.
N< M Hayinsi at.
Gettysburg (PG)
Short Cuts (R)
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ConnPIRG Addresses Endangered Species, Environmental Legislation
BY CARLA FORTE
Features Writer
Trinity College ConnPIRG Organi-
zation is involved in the nationwide ef-
fort to gather support for the Endan-
gered Species Campaign.
You may have noticed the banner
scrawled with over 500 signatures or the
giant turtle basking in the sunshine on
tiie Mather Quad.
The banner is being sent to State
endangered species thatinhabittheearth.
At the moment, species are becom-
ing extinct across the United States at a
disturbingly fast rate. In the last 200
years, some 480 United States plant and
animal species have become extinct.
There are currently over 600 end angered
species in the United States who are near
extinction.
In its minimal efforts to protect en-
dangered species, the United States Gov-
ernment serves as an emergency care
The environment is one of several issues which are of
genuine concern, not only to the extent in which the
United States Government is involved, but also to the
degree which individual American citizens are committed
to putting an end the destruction of our environment.
port behind the Studds-Dingell Bill in-
troduced by Representative Gerry E.
Studds, Democrat of Massachusetts. The
Studds-Dingell bill adopts a strategy
similar to that which is applied preven-
tive medicine.
This approach encourages the iden-
tification of troubled species before they
are faced with immediate threat of ex-
tinction. As a result, multiple species in
the same ecosystem will be treated to-
gether and necessary treatment will be
ensured.
The principle of the bill is the belief
that an all encompassing preventative
approach must be implemented. The
difference between a preventive and a
reactive approach exemplifies the entire
Representative Barbara Kennelly, with
the hopes that she will persuaded to
endorse a strengthened Endangered
Species Act, The current act is up for
reauthorization in Congress.
The giant turtle was created to bring
awareness to the Trinity community. Ya
Jen Chang, srudenthead of theConnPIRG
EndarigeredSpecies campaign, is respon-
sible for the successful banner and the
snow sculpture.
The environment is one of several
issues which are of genuine concern, not
only to the extent in which the United
States Government is involved, but also
to the degree which individual Ameri-
can citizens are committed to putting an
end the destruction of our environment.
One of ConnPIRG's focuses concern-
ing the destruction of our environment
is the threat imposed on the lives of the
unitofahospital. Onlyatthelastminute,
when a species is near extinction, does
the government act, merely by placing a
"band-aid" to nature's wound. The
Tauzin-Fields Bill proposed in Congress
reflects this "Band-Aid" approach.
Environmentalists oppose this
Tauzin-Fields Bill because they feel that
it seriously weakens the Endangered
Species Act. The views of property
rights are represented by Representative
Billy Tauzin, Democrat ol Louisiana,
who is the chief sponsor of this bill.
The bill supports the argument of
property rights advocates, which claims
that efforts to preserve the environment
and protect endangered species are a
restriction of the free use of land and a
hindrance to economic development.
To combat the Tauzin-Fields Bill,
environmentalists have thrown their sup-
Summer internships
The Marine Corps is looking to
select future officers and pilots.
This paid internship gives you
college credit and does not
obligate you to active duty.
Successful participants can
accept a full-time position after
college.
Openings still exist for Freshman,
Sophomore males, and Junior,
Senior females.
If you are interested, see
Captain Klocek on March 17th
from 10am - 2pmat the
Mather Student Center or
call 1-800-255-8762
for information.
struggle to protect endangered species.
Secretary of thelnteriorBruceBabbit
is responsible for enforcing the Endan-
gered Species Act. Babbitt was also a
staunch supporter of the establishment
of a National Biological Survey.
This survey would provide an in-
ventory of the United State's biological
riches. Babbitt feels that without such a
survey, it would be impossible to carry
out a preventative medicine plan, such
as the one submitted to Congress by
Representative Studds.
ConnPIRG continues to engender
support for measures such as Babbitt'sin
hopes of securing the reauthorization of
a stronger, more comprehensive Endan-
gered Species Act.
Boots & Birks Help Students:
Are We More Than 'Just Friends'?
Dear Boots and Birks,
I am starting to have stong feelings
for a friend of mine. He'snotonlyagreat
guy, but he's caring and considerate and
exactly what I need right now in a rela-
tionship.
The problem? He and I have started
hanging out and talking more, which is
making the situation all the more diffi-
cult.
I'm not sure if I should tell him how
I'm feeling and risk a great friendship,
(nottomentionembarrassment,). Maybe
I should just enjoy his friendship and
suppress my feelings?
Help, before I make the wrong deci-
sion or miss my chance!
I think I'm falling in love....
Afraid to be Hurt,
Massachusetts
Dear Afraid to be Hurt,
Let me assure you that you are not
the first one to go through this dilemma,
nor will you be the last! Many guy-girl
friendships experience the same phase
you are goingthrough right now—are we
more than "just friends"?
I know things seem really uncertain
now that you've begun to have these
stronger feelings for your friend. But
don'tmake yourself crazy overit. What-
ever happens in the end, it willhave been
what was meant to happen.
Would it be so wrong if you became
more than "just friends"? It sounds as if
your friend has everything that you're
looking for in a boyfriend. You've al-
ready developed a wonderful platonic
relationship, and thatis certainly the best
way to start off a romantic relationship.
For all you know, this might also be
exactly what your guy friend wants!
Whatever yo u do decide to do, make
sure you don't rush into anything. You
don't want to lose a great friendship!
Good Luck!
Boots
Dear Boots and Birks,
Help! I am totally torn between two
guys! Right now I'm dating Guy A, but
I am desperately in love with Guy B.
He's the man of my dreams.
I started hanging out with Guy A
about a month ago; But I only started
hanging with him so thatlcouldmeethis
best friend, Guy B. Guy A asked me out
andlsaid"yes"justbecauselfelttoobad
saying "no." We went out and had a
really good time, but I really wasn' t that
interested.
Now I'm stuck with this guy that
I'm really not that attracted to. And to
make matters worse, I'm still really crazy
about his best friend.
I want to break tilings off with Guy
A, but I don't have the heart to tell him.
Then I can't exactly go for his best friend




You've gotten yourself into quite a
predicament. I understand how you feel
torn between the two guys, but some-
thing must be done. You can't go on
living a lie.
The fact of the matter is, you're just
going to have to tell the truth. And
unfortunately, someone is going to get
hurt.
I know that you don't want to hurt
Guy A, but you must realize that your
justpunishing yourself by continuing to
stay with him when you don't even like
him that much.
As for Guy B, you don't even know
that he likes you as much as you like him,
so I'dbe careful before rushing into things
with him right away.
And just one last piece of advice:
When you tell Guy A your true feelings,
you might want to leave out the part




Mark Fantone • Wayne Roggi
10% Discount to Trinity Students and Faculty with ID
Transportation Back & Forth-Towing Services
Foreign and Domestic Auto Repairs
Prompt Service
30 Years in the Area
We Work on Most Trinity College Vehicles
We Are Reputable and Stand Behind Our Work
100% Guaranteed
67 1/2 Madison St.
(Off Broad Street)
247-3493
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Trinity's Relationship to the Hartford Community A Facade
SHARA ABRAHAM
Features Editor
Is Trinity's relationship with the
Hartford community a facade?
The college boasts of the advantages
of living in the state capitol, yet contrary
evidence leads me to believe that such
merits are less realistic than they are
fabricated.
The black iron gates that divide the
campus are testament to the theory that
I have proposed—Trinity's strong rela-
tionship with the city of Hartford, and
the mutual level of respect and under-
standing thatconstitutessucharelation-
ship, is mere fiction.
As an institution of higher learning,
the college is obliged to emphasize its
greatest attributes so as to attract a selec-
tive, highly qualified applicantpool, and
is thus justified in doing so. However,
Trinity is doing a great injustice to the
college's genuine attributes, such as its
professors and facilities, by placing such
excessive emphasis on one particular
component, namely a relationship with
Hartford which is nearly on the brink of
nonexistence.
In the past year, Trinity has
undergone a great many significant
changes. Members of the Trinity com-
munity maybe comforted by the thought
that Trinity exists in a vacuum and is
immune to the ills of our neighborhood.
Wehave recently learned that such com-
fort is evanescent and, in fact, unfo unded.
It should be of no surprise that in
its evaluation of Hartford since the tu-
multuous fall semester, the college dis-
associated itself from the disorder and
violence that the city was experiencing.
Drive-b y shootings, drug busts, and o ther
aspects of the random violence which
continue to plague the city of Hartford,
are not exactly what admissions officers
had in mind when they wanted to elabo-
rate upon Hartford's invaluable signifi-
cance to the Trinity community. "No
Parking" and "Tow Zone" signs are be-
ing replaced by signs such as the follow-
ing: "Vehicles Used To Solicit Prostitutes
Are Subject To Seizure," as seen on the
corner of Broad and Vernon.
I am still perplexed concerning
Trinity's claim to integration within the
Hartford community. I can recall read-
ing abo u t the legislative internship in the
college Bulletin while I was waiting for
my interview at Trinity. Well, there you
have it—the overwhelming advantages
of living in the state capitol. I'll be work-
ing in the city! What a mutually respect-
ful and giving relationship Trinity has to
its community.
Unfortunately, this is not at all the
case. As I drive to the capitol building
each morning for my internship, I am
constantly reminded that the alleged
bond between Trinity and its neighbors
is rapidly disintegrating. We do not
share in the city's problems; we just in-
crease the number of campus safety of-
ficers on patrol at night.
Perhaps one shouldn't be critical of
"the college's efforts to ensure the safety
of the student body. Protection of the
student body is clearly a necessity. If the
college accepts that additional precau-
tions need to be taken to combat the
increase in violence surrounding the
school, as it has done, then perhaps the
college accept its floundering relation-
ship to Hartford and possibly be more
honest in its self-presentation.
Community Outreach pro-
grams are exemplary in their efforts to
bring Trinity students and Hartford chil-
dren and residents closer together. None-
theless, though I do not intend to dispar-
pro vide the students with a college town.
Trinity College isn't moving
anywhere given we are already located
in a city. So where have we gone wrong?
Stamford's plans seem ideal, yet, in actu-
ality, Trinity, though located in a city,
has not achieved such an ideal state of
integration and mutual profit.
Perhaps we have done our share
and it is time for Hartford to take the
initiative to work with Trinity. There
have been rumors that a world-class skat-
ing rink is to be built right in Hartford
which would bring Olympic gold med-
alist Oksana Baiul and international skat-
ing events. Perhaps this is just the rem-
Drive-by shootings, drug busts, and other aspects of the
random violence which continue to plague the city of
Hartford, are not exactly what admissions officers had in
mind when they wanted to elaborate upon Hartford's
invaluable significance to the Trinity community.
age the work of Community Outreach,
the all-encompassing integration which
the College boasts of is, in actuality, non-
existent.
As far as legitimate all-encompass-
ing integration is concerned, the Univer-
sity of Connecticut has discussed plans
to move a branch campus outside of
Stamford into the downtown business
district. The move would bring financial
profits to the businesses, restaurants and
shops in the downtown area and would
edy for which Trinity and the city of
Hartford have been searching.
Hartford may very well be
dawning upon a new era—one of finan-
cial security and social stability. Such
improvements are corollary to the suc-
cess of the college—We are not immune
totheillsofourneighborhood. Success
for Hartford equals success for Trinity
College. Perhaps Trinity's relationship
with Hartford will become more than a
publicity stunt.
LONG WALK
This Week's Amazing Question Is,.,
If Ym* Could **3ir Up Any-Two People Fo
Blind Date, Wlio Would You Pick?
PHOTOS BY KATHERINE MITCHELL
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Cows & Conspiracy: The Unmentioned Revolution
BYANNEMARIEPEIL
Opinion Editor ~
While much concern has been ad-
dressed to the prospect of student em-
powerment and the "revolution" that
the SSAC has posed, a larger revolution
has slipped under our noses, relatively
unnoticed. Citizens of Trinity College,
hear me out: this may happen to you.
Not so long ago, the Students for
Animal Rights asked many of us in
Mather to join in their quest to ban veal
from the meal plan. And on the 15th of
February, the Student Government As-
sociation answered their plea by passing
(21-17-4) the recommendation that Mar-
riott remove veal from the meal plan.
promised. After all, diversity is the es-
sence of life, right?
But what diversity are we trying to
preserve? The diversity of ideas and
beliefs, or the diversity of species?
Further, I think that it is interesting
that animal rights activists call the pro-
cess of raising veal cows "inhumane."
The word "humane" comes from the
Latin word "humanus" which is also the
root of such words as "human." Now,
the word "humane" is defined as being
"marked by an emphasis on humanistic
values and concerns." (The AmericanHeri-
tage Dictionary) So, here they are impos-
ing human values upon creatures which
are distinctly not human.
Now, some might argue that this is
He was the quintessence of a poor revolutionary figure:
using freedom and the appearance of revolution for the
sake of sexual gratification.
Having been born in Wisconsin (the
Dairy State), cows are just all too familiar
to me. Their lives are intensely complex
and often underestimated. They're in-
teEigent, rational creatures with a mis-
understood history. Those proponents
of removing veal from the meal plan
vastly underestimate the cow's intellect.
And the cows wouldn'thave itany other
way. After all, how else will the revolu-
tion take hold?
What is this revolution of which I
speak? Well, as crazy and radical as this
may seem, humanity is in decline. Fel-
low humans, we're slipping in the ranks.
Years upon years of history have taken
placesinceweevolvedfromthatprirnor-
dial ooze, in which man has struggled to
assert his superiority over the beasts.
And apparently that struggle has been in
vain.
You see, humanity— with the aid of
the political correctness movement, the
animal rights movement, and so on and
so forth—has lost sight of what it means
to be human. When we begin to substi-
tute real ideas (which might be unac-
ceptable to the "norm") with socially
acceptable ideas, our integrity is com-
because the animals are not afforded the
same opportunities which we privileged
humans are. While I cannot refute this
with much certainty, I can speculate. My
cocker spaniel, if so inclined, could run
away with the other neighborhood dogs
and do something wonderfully radical,
such as form an underground "Autono-
mous Canine Society."
I don't think that this would last for
very long, though, as the social evolution
of dogs has been relatively unkind. Once,
mydogdid try to runaway. After flaunt-
ing his newly gained freedom across the
neighborhood (and of course introduc-
ing himself, so to speak, to the poodle
two blocks away), he found himself re-
turning to our house rather apologeti-
cally. He was the quintessence of a poor
revolutionary figure: using freedom and
the appearance of revolution for the sake
of sexual gratification.
Suppose that cows are no longer
allowed to be raised bound in shackles".
They're still being raised solely for the
purpose of being slaughtered. How is
that any more "humane" than keeping
them in a well-defined pen? The end
result, either way, is inevitable death.
So, still assuming that the law no
longer permits us to raise cows in such an
"inhumane" manner, what are the cows
to do then? Well, they'll graze some, and
maybe even plan a little conspiracy. Yes,
conspiracy. After all, isn't that what any
rational and aware species would do?
Isn't that what my dog did?
The assumption of any revolution is
that instigating the change will cause
greater comfort than already exists. Af-
ter all, maximizing comfort and assur-
ance of survival is the goal of any species.
But the revolutionaries also assume that
the masses—their comrades whose lives
they are saving — are equally as dedi-
cated to the propositions of the rebellion.
And further than that, the revolutionar-
ies assume that the herd understands the
urgency of making such change.
The cows haven't overthrown hu-
manity — yet. I suspect that this is be-
cause the thoughthasn'talreadyoccurred
to them. Or maybe the timing isn't right.
Or perhaps my assumption that they're
intelligent, rational and aware creatures
was wrong. Or maybe the revolution is
underway and I'm just too stubborn and
ignorant to see it.
But quite honestly, I suspect that
this hasn't happened to them because
they've been offered enough to keep them
satisfied — they have no reason to want
anything more. Their basic needs —
food and shelter—are provided for them,
without having to expend any effort of
their own. If the cows were to revolt,
they would have to assume the responsi-
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reallyin the best interest of the cows? Do
the majority of cows want to actually
work to exist? I suspect not.
And it is for this reason, and prob-
ably this reason only, that the cows have
yet to rebel (successfully). They either
haven't stopped to question their lives,
taking into acco unt their p ast history and
the probable future, or they have already
decided that they are comfortable with
life the way it is. Either way, the respon-
sibility of determining their lives is their
responsibility.
Is it better to accept things as they
are, cozy and comfy; or should one work
to improve life, with the possibility of
failure? Should the herd remain rela-
tively immobilized, or should they con-
sider making a difference in their situa-
tion?
While changing the law so thatcows
cannot be raised in shackles may be mis-
guided and a bit extreme, the activists'
attitude about the "inhumanity" of rais-
ing veal still should not be ignored. Per-
hapschangecanbemadebyothermeans,
without completely destroying the cur-
rent system and rebuilding from scratch
— without totally removing veal from
the meal plan. Isn't that more fair to the
student body? Wouldn't that be more
productive?
Citizens of Trinity College, hear me
out: this may happen to you. Andifand
when it does, I strongly urge you to not
discard the revolution without giving it
proper consideration first. Challenge it.
Question it. Discuss it. We're all grazing
this meadow together.
As Graduation Approaches,
Seniors Face the 'Real World'
CAROLINE M AGUIRE
Features Writer'
For many seniors, graduation looms
in the distance, an end to (he carefree life
they have led at Trinity. No doubt many
seniors have already seen Reality Bites,
thene w movie with Wynona Rider which
depicts a group of friends after gradua-
tion/attempting to make their way in an
ominous world. And the question arises
for the members of the Trinity College
Class of 1994: what now?
A few seniors seem to have a master
plan as to what they will do after leaving
the world of Trinity, but many are sim-
available for those of you who are indus-
trious and fully'aware of your abilities.
Some suggestions—you could always
open a McDonalds, a gas and sip, or abar
near a college campus. These entrepre-
neurial endeavors will surely allow you
to carry your memories of Trinity into
the "real world," and you will be forever
in the company of the dazed and con-
fused. Do notloseheart,youhave quali-
fications, even if you are a Gothic and
Renaissance Art. in Northern Europe
major. After four years at Trinity you are
qualified to be a beer tester, a toy tester or
a bar tender. Of course, your parents
may not be thrilled at the prospect of
After a month of roaming the dorm in their bathrobes
carrying a bag of stale cheese curls in one hand and the
remote control in the other, seniors are forced to evaluate
their lives, shower and face the world.
ply clueless. So they spend their last
months of college in an oblivious state,
watching St. Elmo'sFire and The Big Chill,
hoping to get some insight from these
Hollywood depictions of life after col-
lege. After a month of roaming the dorm
in their bathrobes carrying a bag of stale
cheese curls in one hand and the remote
control in the other, seniors are forced to
evaluate their lives, shower and face the
world.
But what does a Geology major do
after graduation? Donotfear. Theeight-
ies may be over, but their are still jobs
having their child who is an expert in
Intervertebrate Zoology running a
Cuddles and Bubbles motel; however,
rest assured they will eventually come to
accept your career choice.
Now that seniors have received all
thesehelpful hints, they will no tbe forced
to spend the rest of their days singing
Neil Diamond tunes in a bus terminal in
Cleveland. Therefore, as spring ap-
proaches, seniors, do not despair, the
colorful area around Trinity in itself pro-
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Women Finish As Top Small School, #4 Overall
BY COURTNEY DANN
Sports Writer
The Trinity women's squash team
traveled to Yale on the weekend of Feb-
ruary 18th-20th for the Howe Cup tour-
nament. The Tournament determines the
team rankings of 25 collegiate squash
teams. Over the weekend the Lady Ban-
tams played five grueling matches
against Harvard, Princeton, Yale, Brown
and Dartmouth, division I contests com-
prised mainly of ivyrleague schools,
making Trinity the only small college in
that Division. After finishing second in
the nation last year, and playing com-
petitive and close matches with all Ivy
league schools this season, theLady Ban-
tams were expecting a challenging week-
end.
The team encountered Harvard in
their first match, losing to them 9-0. In
the match this weekend, Trinity showed
its improvement and determination.
Although the team fell 8-1 to
Harvard, there were many advancements
made and individual games won. Co-
captain Mary Tyler '94 played an excep-
tional match and was the sole winner of
the challenge. At the number eight posi-
tion, Tyler encountered apo tent Harvard
opponent, winning 5-9,9-6,9-6, and 9-3.
Junior Courtney Dann also had a note-
worthy match. Dann pushed her oppo-
nent to four games, but unfortunately
could not pull off the victory. The match
scores were 7-9,9-7,5-9, and 6-9.
That same afternoon, the Lady Ban-
tams challenged Dartmouth. In previ-
ous seasonal play, Trinity destroyed
Dartmouth 8-1. Trinity's performance at
the Howe Cup was not much different.
The Bantams topped the Big Green in an
easy9-0 win. Co-captainKate Whitmore
'95 played a very aggressive match
against a tpugh opponent, and came out
victorious. Their match scores were 5-9,
9-5, 9-5, and 9-1.
On Saturday morning, Trinity en-
countered its most challenging match of
the tournament against Brown. During
the season, Trinity beat Brown quite
handily with a match score of 8-1. The
Brown squad entered the courts with a
vengeance. Trinity's Whitney LaMotte
'95 played an extremely intense match,
which went to five games. With a mix-
ture of finesse and power shots, LaMotte
overtook her opponent with game scores
of 7-9,4-9,9-1, 9-7, and 9-3.
"Overall, the Brown match was a
great success for us. I know that those
who lost would really have liked to win,
but we definitely gave it our all. That is
what is so impressive about our team,"
said co-captain Whitmore.
After an exhausting morning, Trin-
ity women's squash encountered the
Princeton Tigers. Though the final score
was 9-0, there were some outstanding
efforts made by the Lady Bantams.
Meaghan O'Malley '96 lost in a hard
earned four games. Though Princeton's
intensity and focus made them an un-
beatable force, Trinity's efforts were ad-
mirable.
The final match of the weekend was
on Sunday against Yale. The two teams
were fighting for the number three spot
in the tournament rankings. Unfortu-
nately, the Yale Bulldogs were "victori-
ous. O'Malley had another tremendous
match,butlostinthefourthgame. Strong
competitors and rivals, Trinity took a
disappointing loss against Yale.
The 1993-1994 season was a great
success. The Lady Bantams finished
fourth in the seasons rankings and fin-
ished fourth in the Howe Cup.
"The Howe Cup really reflects the
success of the team. Trinity is the only
small, non-Ivy league school in Division
I squash. It is very impressive that we
were such strong contenders this year,"
said Coach Wendy Bartlett.
"I think the Ivy Leagues alw ays feel
threatened by us. Harvard, Princeton
and Yale, were really out to achieve a 9-
0 win over Trinity, but the team really
gave it all they had," said co-captain
Tyler.
The season i§ officially over for the
majority of the team, but the top five
players went to the Intercollegiate tour-
nament this weekend at Williams, to
determine who the number one player is
in the country. Kate Whitmore '95,
Carolyn Young '96, Margaret Hartigan
'97, Whitney LaMotte '95, and Courtney
Dann '95, represented Trinity. Next
Week's Tripod reports on the results of
this tournament.
Record-Breaking Year
Falls Short of Playoff s
continued from page 24
could play with anybody,"
The 4-5 Bantams proceeded to em-
bark on a streak that exceeded even its
own expectations. Starting with a 62-47
victory over Pine Manor College and
continuing through the Amherst win,
Trinity tied the women's basketball
school record by rattling off eleven con-
secutive victories.
The streak saw a couple other new
additions made to the Trinity record
book. In the Nichols College game,
Hadfield nailed a jump shot, and in do-
ing so scored the 1000th point of her
Trinity career. Two weeks later, Trinity
had "possibly the biggest win in the his-
. tory of Trinity women's basketball" with
their 72-55 win over Clark University. It
was the first time that Trinity had ever
defeated Clark in women's basketball.
Hadfield made her mark on the Trin-
ity record books alone. She has the high-
est scoring record in a single season for a
Trinity women's basketball player. Her
career point total ranks her second to
Leann LeBrun '89 . She also hold the
second highest scoring record for one
game, scoring 34 in a contest last year.
Though the team graduates only
Hadfield and Armstrong, Pine knows
they will be sorely missed. "Their lead-
ership was evident. They kepttheirheads
on straight when we were 4-5 and didn't
make excuses. They worked well to-
gether and fed off each other."
They were also leaders statistically.
Hadfield led the Bants in scoring and
rebounding, while Armstrong was sec-
ond in rebounding and paced the team in
blocked shots. "Kate was more impor-
tant to the team than people realize.
Sometimes she was overshadowed, but
she's a greatpasser, and she always tried
to have a great day even when she was
struggling."
"It hasn't hit me yet," said
Armstrong on the end of her career.
Hadfield responds,"of course I'm sad,
but I had a great career and you can't
play basketball forever."
The season's strong second half
looks to be what will be remembered
most about it. "We had a great year
fighting back from a losing record and
going 12-2 at the end," commented
Hadfield. Armstrong agreed: "I never
thought when we were 4-5 that we would
end up 16-7. CoachPine added, "No one
expects an 11-game win streak. I was
proud of mem, It was a fun season for
m e . " , ••• . . . . . .
The Women's Squash Team placed fourth at the Howe Cup KBXy C0LUS
Tournament, finishing first among non-Ivy League schools.
Swimmers Toast McPhee
continued from page 22
100 fly time also broke a Trinity College
record. The most touching event of the
Championships was when Coach
McPhee received the New England Coach
of The Year Award. It was highly de-
served and the• womenwereproudfdtie'
his students.
The men were very pleased with
their final record of 7-3 which is an im-
provement from last seasons 5-5 finish.
Freshman Dave McFarland had some
optimistic thoughts about future season.
"We will miss the graduating swimmers
as well as our coach because he put so
much of his time and effort into making
us better swimmers, yet with our young
experienced team the future looks
bright." The women finished with a 7-3
record as well which was identical to last
seasons effort, but this years seemed to
be much more special. Next season looks
promising for them due to some strong
upper class men leadership and the cofie
tinuing improvement of the younger
swimmers.
Coach Chet McPhee will always be
a dear member of the Trinity Commu-
nity. He tried to some up some of his
feelings as the season came to a close.
"I've enjoyed this season and these two
swim teams tremendously. They worked
very hard, showed great heart, and never
lost their poise or sense of humor. To-
gether we won a lot, improved a lot, and
had a lot of fun. I'm going to miss all
this... My captains Stephie Cope, John
Donohue,and Luke McCarthy were fabu-
lous!" He will miss his swimmers greatly,
but we all congratulate him on his
achievements and wish him well in the
years to come.






Special: Until The Tap opens...
5% off any purchase
over $50 with a Trinity ID.
\
JWeaJnitokeepyouingoodspirits!__i
We have served you for the past 18 years.
We will continue to serve you for the next 100.
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Men's Squash Rallies to Fourth-Place Finish
The Men's Squash team, like the women, ended the season




The men's squash team ended the
year on a high note, finishing as the
fourth-ranked team at the national tour-
nament, held at Yale University in New
Haven. The team avenged its most pain-
ful loss of the year, whipping Franklin
and Marshall in the third round, 8-1.
Heading in to the tournament, Trin-
ity had suffered a loss to Amherst Col-
lege that pushed them down to sixth in
national rankings, leaving their season
record at 10-4.
In the first round of play, Trinity
was soundly beaten 9-0 by Western
Ontario University, a team who later lost
to champion Harvard 5-4 in the final
round. In the second round, Trinity
stopped the University of Pennsylvania
Quakers 5-4. Ryan O'Connell '95 stepped
up his play and won a key match against
an opponent whom he had lost to earlier
in the season, one of only three for
O'Connell, who won nine in the season.
Especially in light of the loss at
Amherst, the team's performance at the
nationals was very impressive. "We
clearly proved to everyone that we are
the fourth best team in the nation" Anz
stated. The team, far exceeding Anz'
expectations for the season, was sup-
posed to be rebuilding after graduating
four top players last year.
Micheal Bittner '97 put together a
10-1 record, with his only loss in the
regular season to Franklin and Marshall.
He avenged his loss in the tournament
and was rewarded for his performance
by being named a first team Ail-Ameri-
can. Anz said that Bittner was the first
freshman in his tenure here to be named
a first teamer. O'Connell also garnered
post-season accolades, being named a
second team Ail-American. O'Connell's
honor also marked the first time in the
last ten years thatthe Trinity men's team
has placed two players on All American
teams.
In addition to the two top players,
Junior Adam Beard was a key ingredient
in the team's success this year. Beard
played stronglyin the seventh and eighth
spots this year.
Next year's squad will be saddled
with high expectations. The team is
graduating three players, co-captain
Chris Felley '94, Dave Hetherington '94,
and Scott Saperston'94. Anz said that he
expects a strong recruiting class to aug-
ment the strong returning players. In
addition to O'Connell, Bittner and
Perkins, next year's team will feature
Harrison Mullin '95, co-captain Chris-
tian Bullitt, Stephen Gregg '97 and Tosh
Belsinger '97. "Our performance this
year sends a message for what we can
expect next year. It's all up to the guys
how we do...We're going to be good
enough to have any ranking that we
choose, including one, two or three."
Women's Track Finishes with A Bang at New England Finals
BY KATHRIN J. PHELAN
Sports Writer
This past week select members of
the Trinity women's Track team attended
The New England, Division HI, Indoor
Track Cliampionships at Brandeis Uni-
versity. To be eligable for this runners
and throwers must meet certain qualify-
ing standards at meets during the regu-
lar season. This year, the six runners and
throwers sent were co-captain Lisa
Michelizza '94, Michelle Miller '97,
Kathrin Phelan '96, Ebony Roundtree
'97, Christine Siegfried '95 and co-cap-
tainMichelle Stone '95. -- -••->.
Michelizza, in her final indoor tack
competition, qualified and competed in
both the shot put and the 201b. weight
throw. She placed fifth in the weight
throw at a distance of 13.74 feet.
Of the two freshman, Miller took
second in the 55 meter hurdles with an
outstanding time of 00:08.84. Roundtree
competed in both the 55 meter dash and
-the 200 meter dash; placing fourth in the
200m with a time of 00:27.16.
Though sophomore Kathrin Phelan
qualified in three middle distance events,
she competed only in the 1000 meter run.
receiving second with a time of only
3:08.12.
The 4x200 relay team, composed of
Miller, Stone, Roundtree and Siegfried
finished with a strong fourth place and a
timeof 1:51.39.
It was quite a successful conclusion
to an even more successful indoor sea-
son.
Basketball Dream Season
Dissolves After 1-4 Finish
continued from page 24
thers scored the next four. Trinity equaled
the feat, thanks in part to Keith Wolff's
two clutch free throws with 2:40 on the
clock. Panther forward Brent Kipp broke
free less than forty seconds later to put
Plymouth State up by two again, and
pave the way for Jean-Pierre's heroics.
Plymouth State was clinging pre-
cariously to a two point lead, 76-74 with
1:29 left on the clock, when Jean-Pierre
sunk a 24-foot bomb, his fourth three-
pointer of the game. Trinity soon after
closed the deficit to three, 79-76, when
Haffner hit a jump shot in the lane 19
seconds later. After Jean-Pierre missed
the front end of a one-and-one with 49
seconds to go, Jones converted the sec-
ond of two free throws with :21 left.
Trinity quickly fouled Jean-Pierre, but
the Senior calmly hit both free throws to
ice the game and end the Bantams dream
of post-season glory.
"Their pressure was constant," said
Jones. "The fact that we could never
bring the ball up comfortably definitely
took its toll."
Plymouth State had 17 steals, and
Jean-Pierre was the catalyst of the Pan-
thers' defense, finishing the game with 7
steals himself. He had come into the
game as the collegiate steals per game
leader, averaging over six a contest.
Another factor in the game was
Trinity's second half shooting. The Ban-
tams lit it up for 53% in the first half, the
majority of the baskets coming on layups
or short shots in the paint. The goals
were not coming as easily after intermis-
sion, however, as Trinity shot only 44%.
To the Bantams' credit however, they
did get to the foul line almost twice as
often as the Panthers, but a few key misses
from the stripe down the stretch were
crucial. Trinity was 19 of 28 from the line,
good for 69%. Plymouth State was con-
sistent from the field, shooting 43% in the
first half, 41% in the second, but also hit
7 three-pointers compared to the Ban-
tams'2. .
In addition to his 30 points, Jones
also had 10 rebounds, and 3 steals, in
perhaps his best performance of the sea-
son. McKelvin had 13 points and 6 as-
sists. Wolff had 13 points as well, along
with 8 rebounds, Haffner chipped in nine
on 4 of 6 shooting. Kinzeler played a
spirited 14 minutes off the bench and
contributed 6 key points, and Lotty and
Aiken each finished with 3 in a game
which featured 24 lead changes.
For Trinity, it was a tough way to
end a season that had started out so
promising. The Bantams reeled off 16
wins in a row and held the #1 ranking in
the region on February 2nd. A late sea-
son 3 game losing streak put them out of
contention for the Division III NCAA
Tournament, but still hopes were high
coming into the ECAC.
Jones was pleased with the effort
his team put forward this year, albeit a
little disappointed that the end result
wasn'tbetter. "This was definitely a great
season," he said, "the best we've had of
all my years here. I had lots of fun
playing basketball for the school. I'm
glad I did it, but I wish it could have gone
on a little bit longer."
and Throw the Key
The Annual Phi Kappa Educational Foundation Lecture By.
MICHAEL J. ASHE, Jr.






community is invited to
attend and ask questions
Free admission
Sheriff Ashe is a nationally recognized figure in the field of
corrections. His innovative approaches have allowed 1500
inmates to earn high school diplomas. His prison furniture
factory earned $200,000 last year, and the jail farm supplies
vegetables for the inmates and kitchens for the elderly and
needy. He is allowing offenders to live at home and report back
to the jail when they are near their release date. He respects
human dignity and wants to offer training to any prisoner who
is willing to work towards a new life.
Sheriff ^s{ie\\yill bringvaigto'ii ji' p.Fjftfifeiij: ^ml^tVo^en"jf pri^eptj/ain^ JĴ jrWen-p;râ d1wejcsir):̂ .
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Icemen Finish With Three Straight Wins
BRIAN W, WILLIAMSON
Sports Writer
The Trinity men's hockey
team finished the 93-94 season
in brilliant form as the Bantams
won their last three games
against Wesleyan, North Adams
State, and Amherst. The Ban-
tams dominated thro ughout the
week, outshooting their oppo-
nents 123 to 94 and managed to
come up with fifteen goal s while
only letting up six. This clearly
was their best offensive and de-
fensive production of the sea-
son, only matched by their three
game unbeaten streak against
Babson, New England College,
and St. Anslem's College earlier
in the year. In addition, this was
the first weekend sweep by the
Bantams over two E.C.A.C. East
opponents all season.
Trinity began its streak
against Wesleyan on the 22nd of
February. It took Trinity four-
teen minutes bef o re Senior Todd
Mills found the net. Three min-
utes later, Junior forward
Brendan Monahan took a pass
from Casey Kutner '96 and stuck
it home. From there on in, Trin-
ity showed how much better the
East was compared to the
E.C.A.C. South by completely
dominating the rest of the game.
Wesleyan could not beat Mike
Esposito '95 as he turned away
ten shots in the first period.
Coach Dunham was quite
confident that Trinity would
come away with a win, so heput
Jason Pinto '96 into the net to get
some work. Pinto and Espo have
been playing extremely well all
semester, earning both a spotin
the top 10 goaltenders in Con-?
necticut college hockey. Coach
wanted Pinto to stay sharp.
Unfortunately, he only saw four
shots, not quite the competition
one needs to keep focussed.
Nonetheless, Trinity's offense
continued to roll on. The Ban-
tams scored three more goals,
two by freshman Craig Muse,
and one by Mills, which was
shorthanded.
Coach Dunham decided in
the third to give freshman Hale
Everets a chance in goal. Show-
ing signsof thejitters,Hale let in
a pretty easy goal early. After
the goal, Hale settled in and
turned away the rest of the sho ts
he faced. Trinity gave him mo re
reasons to relax as the scoring
fest continued. Muse scored
again, giving him a hat-trick for
the night and 19 points on the
season. Pat Ashe'95 also scored
rounding off the slaughter, mak-
ing the score 7-1. Up until this
date, Trinity's top scoring total
had been six, againstBabsonand
Connecticut College.
Trinity returned home for
the last two games of the season
against North Adams State and
Amherst. Although the quality
of these two teams is better than
mat of Wesleyan's, Trinity still
outplayed them. Trinity started
the scoring ten seconds into the
second period when Winston
Binch '97 took a pass from Ken
Golden '95 and broke in on Ja-
son Smith of North Adams. With
a nice fake, Winnie stuck the
puck home. But North Adams
came back with two second pe-
riod goals and the score after
two saw North Adams ahead 2-
1.
After Captain Chris Golini
'94 fired up the squad at the
inteimission. Trinity came out
Ryiiig. It only took eighteen
seconds beforeMonahan scored,
tying the game up on the power
play. Twelveminuteslater,Mills
finished the scoring on another
power play goal. To a much
delighted Open Period crowd,
Trinity held on 3-2.
The Bantams' last stop was
Amherst. This game would
prove to be more special than
one would think, as Captain and
LIZ ALEXANDER
Sports Writer
The Men's, and Women's
Swimming and Diving teams
toasted their seasons off at a
delightful team banquet last
Thursday where special team
members were honored as well
as coach McPhee. It was a nice
relaxing event where everyone
could just enjoy themselves and
reflex back on a great season. It
was welcomed with open arms
after the stressful reading week
when both teams traveled to
Bowdoin for their New England
Championships. The banquet
hadit's upbeat and sad moments
because they did not only have
to celebrate a wonderful records,
but the teams had to say goodbye
to Coach McPhee and graduat-
ing Seniors.
The special award winners
on the men's team were of no
surprise to everyone because
they have stood out all season
long. The 1993-94 season MVP
award went to Jeff Pennington
'95, mostimprovedhonors went
to Tom Murray '97, and the hard-
est workers were John Donohue
'94 and diver Justin Jarvis '97.
Next year's Co-Captains were
also announced. Jared Von Arx
'95 and Jeff Pennington will take
over these key leadership roles
next season.
The women honored their
captain and other dedicated
swimmers. Captain Stephanie
Cope '94 received the MVP
award and Agnieszka Stepinska
'97 and Molly Modzelewski '97
werehonored as most improved
and dedicated. Next season's
Co-Captains will be Cheryl
Buchanan '95 and Beth Downer
'95. They will do there bestto fill
the shoes of Cope who did a
fabulous job this year. It was a
very emotional time which can
not be captured with words.
The men had a tough time
up at Bowdoin swimming
againstthebestinNewEngland
yet some personal best times
were gained and Trinity Col-
lege records werebrokenaswell.
12 Bantams qualified for com-
petition. They were Tom
Appleton '96, John Donohue '94,
Tav Fitzpatrick '97, Eric Graham
'96, Jeb Gutelius '96, Scott
Heidom'97,LukeMcCarthy'94,
The Men's Hockey team was able to partially atone for a disappointing season
by winning its final three games, including victories against perennial rivals
Wesleyan and Amherst.
(CATHERINE MITCHELL
defenseman Chris Golini, for-
ward speedster Todd Mills, and
stellar defender James Stuart
would beplaying their last game
as a Bantam..
Fitting enough, all three
Seniors got in on the scoring.
Mills scored an open-netter at
the end of the game, Golini as-
sisted on the fourth goal, and
Stuart assisted on the second.
With all that emotion riding
on the heads of the Seniors, Trin-
ity overcame a one goal deficit
in the first by scoring three un-
answered goal in the second.
Freshman speedster Chris
Bruyere, started the second pe-
riod scoring followed by Ashe
and Golden. Amherst got two
late goals to pull the margin
closer. After two, Trinity led 4-
3.
Like the last game, Golini
got the team going for its last
period of hockey for this season.
Trinity held on to the end with
solid defense led by Golini,
sophomore Gary Duncan, and
Stuart, as well as great
goaltending by Jason Pinto.
Mills rounded out the scoring
when Amherst pulled their
goalie for a last ditch effort to
spare the game. Mills stole the
puck in the Bantam zone and
broke down the ice, finding the
lower corner of the net. Trinity
held on, 5-3.
Trinity finished the season
with a 8-12-2 record. Even
though the record may not look
outstanding, these players came
a long way in regards of per-
sonal improvement of skills. The
last three games exemplified
this. Trinity also plays a very
difficult non-league schedule.
They had two ruh-ihs with a
division one team, U-Mass
Amherst, and an extra game
played against play-off con-
tender, AIC.
In other words, this team is
very close to haying a spectacu-
lar season. The goaltending has
been solid, the defense is prom-
ising with people like Duncan
and Jordy Davis '95 returning,
and the forwards are in very
good shape, returning the two
scoring leaders, Terry Long
'97and Craig Muse as well as
Brendan Monahan. Junior
checker/scorer Ashe as well as
all-purpose player Pat Bruno '95
will add to the line up. Not to
mention the fact that Trinity re-
turns forwards like Billy Hogan
'96, Casey Kutner '96, and Ken
Golden '95, all of whom im-
proved tremendously this year.
In short, watch this team closely
in the next few yeairsi-TJiey will
surprise you.
Lastly, the three seniors
should be commended for the
four great years they put into
the program. They went
through an E.C.A.C. South
championship in 1990-1 as well
asmanytoughlossesintheEajil
They always had a gr^afatti-
tude no matter what situation
they were in , and I being the
manager,found they were great
to work with.
The Trinity Hockey fans
will miss you all.
Swim Teams Bid Farewell
To Seniors, Coach McPhee
The swim teams concluded impressive seasons at the New Englands, held last
week at Bowdoin, in tbeir last year under the tutelage of Coach Chet McPhee.
Tom Murray '97, Wayne Von Arx, Gutelius, and Cheryl Buchanan'95, Stephanie
McFarland which j ust missed aOqorzalek '95, Jeff Pennington
'95, Jared Von Arx '95 and diver
Justin Jarvis '97. The most note-
worthy results from the meet
were Gutelius, Fitzpatrick,
McFarland, and Pennington's
400 fs relay where they broke
the Trinity College record; Scott
Heidorn's time of 5:03.2 in the
500 fs; John Donohue's school
.record breaking 100 fly and the
800 fs relay time for Pennington,
record.
For the Lady Bantams their
championships were a fun ex-
perience and a learning one.
Watching the best in New En-
gland swim as Well as being in-
cluded in such art elite group
was a thrill for the qualifiers.
The talented 13 swimmers who
showed there stuff up at
Bowdoin were Kim Aquilar '94,
Cope '94, Caitlin Corbiere '96,
Beth Downer '95, Lisa
Giarratano'97,AlysonGuild'97,
Natascha Kontny '94, Joanna
McKeique '97, Molly
Modzelewski '97, Leslie Or-
lando '95, Sarah Stuckey '95, and
diver Lisa Bartley '97. Some out-
standing results came from Kim
Aquilar. She was 10th in the 100
fly and 14th in the 200 fly. Her
please turn to page 20
Trinity College Sports
Spring Schedule 1994
Men's & Women's Crew
Coaches: Steve Fluhr, Mike Irwin, Stephanie Moore, Heather Smith
Captains: Doug Connelly, Tucker Maclean, Amy Fisher
April 9 Coast Guard at Worchester (all crews)
April 16 UMass, Mt. Holyoke, & Holy Cross at Worchester
April 23 Georgetown at Mercer County, NJ (all crews)
April 30 Conn College & Wesleyan at Worchester (all crews)
May 7 New Englands at Worchester
May 15 Champion International Collegiate Regatta (all crews)
Women's Varsity Softball
Coaches: Dick Ellis, Karen Leonard
Captain: Tracey Turner
April 2 BOWDOIN 12:00 HOME
April 5 SMITH 4:00 HOME
April 7 AMHERST 4:00 HOME
April 9 CLARK 12:00 HOME
April 14 Coast Guard 4:00 away
April 16 MERCHANT MARINE ACADEMY 1:00 HOME
April 19 ELMS COLLEGE 3:30 HOME
April 21 Weleyan 3:30 away
April 23 TUFTS 1:00 HOME
April 26 Mt. Holyoke 3:30 away
April 28 TEIKYO-POST 3:30 HOME
April 30 Williams 1:00 away
May 3 Albertus Magnus 3:30 away
Men's Varsity Baseball
Coaches: Bill.Decker, Dan Smith, Ken Soucy
Captains: Jeff Owens, Tim Rooney, Peter Tighe
March 20 Haverford 12:00 away
April 1 UNIVERSITY OF BRIDGEPORT 3:00 HOME
April 2 MIDDLEBURY 12:00 HOME
April 5 COAST GUARD 3:00 HOME
April 7 Clark 3:30 away
April 9 AMHERST 12:00 HOME
April 12 WPI 3:30 HOME
April 14 TEIKYO-POST 0:30 HOME ,, ,?
. ^ . A p j i l 16,Wesleyan. 12:00aW&J*- ''' ^""^ *"*'*-'.
April 18 Albertus Magnus 3:30 away
April 21 SPRINGFIELD 3:00 HOME
April 23 Tufts 1:00 away
April 27 EASTERN CONNECTICUT 3:00 HOME
April 30 WILLIAMS 12:00 HOME
May 7 Colby 3:00 away




April 4 Coast Guard 3:00 away
April 7 WPI 3:30 away
April 9 WILLIAMS 1:00 HOME
•• April 10 WHEATON 1:00 HOME
. April 13 AMHERST 3:30 HOME
Aprill9 TUFTS 3:00 HOME
April 21 Springfield 3:00 away
April 23 Wesleyan 1:00 away
April25 CONNECTICUT COLLEGE 3:00 HOME
April 27 Holy Cross 3:00 away
April 29-May 1 NESCAC at Williams
litilet§6f the Week
Ray Jones '97
While the performances of Tucker MacLean '95 have
garnered most of the attention on this year's wrestling
team, freshman Ray Jones distinguished himself as one of
the premier Division III wrestlers in the nation, with his
stunning New England Championship win in the 158-
pound class last week. Jones upset several upperclass-
men to become one of the few freshmen wrestlers in
Trinity history to claim such a title. Congratulations, Ray
JoneS,WgoodluckasyoujoinMacLeaninrepresenting
Trinity at the national championships.
Men's Varsity Lacrosse
Coaches: Mike Dan, Rick Hazelton, Ryan Martin, John Atherton
Captains: Mike Kaslnid, Rob Weber
March 25 ROGER WILLIAMS 3:30 HOME
March 30 Colorado College 3:30 away
April 3 University of Colorado 1:00 away
April 6 CONNECTICUT COLLEGE 3:30 HOME
April 9 TUFTS 1:00 HOME
April 14 SPRINGFIELD 3:30 HOME
April 16 MIT 1:00 away
April 20 Amherst 4:00 away
April 23 Williams 2:00 away
April 27 WESLYAN 3:30 HOME
April 30 Union 2:00 away
May 3 NEW HAVEN 3:00 HOME
May 7 BOWDOIN 12:00 HOME
May 11,13-15 ECAC Tournament
Women's Varsity Lacrosse
Coaches: Robin Sheppard, Tanya Meek
Captains: Lindsay Davidson, Braxton Jones
March 31 Bloomsburg University in FLA
April 7 CONNECTICUT COLLEGE 3:30 HOME
April 9 Tufts 1:00 away
April 12 SMITH 4:00 HOME
April 16 Colby 3:30 away
April 17 Bates 11:00 away
April 20 WESLEYAN 3:30 HOME
April 23 Williams 1:00 away
April 30 Amherst 2:00 away
May 3 SPRINGFIELD 4:00 HOME
May 7 BOWDOIN 3:00 HOME
May 13-14 ECAC Tournament
May 14,21-22 NCAA Tournament
Men's & Women's Track
Cnadtei Lrf Migfiteii, George Suitor, Irv Black, Debro Carson
April 9 WESLEYAN 12:00 HOME
April 13 TRINITY INVITATIONAL 3:30 HOME
April 16 WPI 1:00 away
April 24 Connecticut Intercollegiate Championship 11:00 at Yale
April 30 May 1 NESCAC at Williams
May 7 Men's New Englands 11:00 at WPI
May 7 Women's New Englands 10:00 at Tufts
May 13-14 Men's NEIAAA 2:00 at Boston College
May 14-15 Women's ECAC 10:00 at Williams
May 26 -28 NCAA 1:00 at North Central College, II.
Men's Varsity Golf
Coach: Bill Detrick '
Captains: Brendan Monahan, Dana Volpe
April 14 Wesleyan & Quinnipiac 1:00 at Worchester
April 19 Nichols & Worchester State 1:00 at Worchester
April 22 TUFTS 1:00 HOME
April 29 Williams & Union 1:00 at Williams
April 30, May 1 NESCAC 1:00 at Middlebury
College




Tuesday is $3.50 pitcher night
SPORTS
Post-Season Dream Vanishes For Basketball
BY BRYAN SATTER
Sports Writer
The Trinity men's basket-
ball season came to a disappoint-
ing close on Saturday as the Ban-
tams lost in the first round of the
ECAC tournament to the Ply-
mouth State Panthers, 81-77.
The game also marked the end
of the successful careers of Se-
niors David Jones, Greg Haffher,
and Steffan Tomlinson. With
Senior Dave Jones puts up a shot in the game against Wesleyan.
this important loss,Trinity fin-
ishes its season 17-6.
Though Jones scored a ca-
reer high of 30 points, it wasn't
enough to overcome the relent-
less Panther pressure. Plymouth
State forced 25 Bantam turn-
overs feeding the fantastic per-
formance of the Panthers all-
everything guard, Moses Jean-
Pierre. Pierre finished with 32
points, making him the leading
scorer in Division EQ this year.
Unfortunately for Trinity, the
final five he scored against the
Bants were the most important
of his career.
"It's really hard to pointout
the key to why we lost," said
Jones. "We played hard and
just didn't get a couple of breaks
down toward the end."
The game was agonizingly
close throughout, as neither
team was able to build a lead
larger than six points in the sec-
ond half. Trinity led 39-35 at
intermission on the strength of
Jones' 15 points and sophomore
Troy McKelvin's 11, which in-
cluded a three-pointer with :26
left in the half to give the Ban-
tams a four point cushion. Trin-
ity had led by as many as 8 in the
first half, but the Panthers coun-
tered with 11 straight of their
own, as Jean-Pierre scored 16 of
Plymouth State's first 20 points.
The Bantams started the
second half in good fashion as
McKelvin drove the lane for two
to push the lead to six. But the
Panthers went on a 14-5 run,
including 7 more from Jean-
Pierre to claim a 49-46 advan-
tage. However, a thunderous
dunk by Pat Kinzeler '95, set up
by a beautiful touch pass from
Dane Aiken '95, followed by a
Jones jumper in the lane, put
Trinity up 50-49 with fourteen
minutes to play.
The lead changed hands
seven times in the next five min-
utes, until the Panther's Katibu
Hobbs hit two free throws at the
8:58 mark to give his squad a 64-
61 advantage. After Trinity
stormed back to take a 65-64
advantage on a Jones 10 footer
and a free throw each by Aiken
and Mark Lotty '96, Plymouth
State scored six straight points,
all the result of offensive re-
bounds, to take their biggest lead
of the half, 70-65, with just over
six minutes to play.
However, the Bantams
showed their character when
McKelvin hit a free throw, and
Jones banged home a 5-foot
jumper and two free throws to
knot the score at 70. The Pan-
please turn to page 21
Women Miss Playoffs Despite Late-Season Surge
BYMARKMENTONE
Sports Writer
A shaky fall semester, an
inspiring loss, a school record, a
bit of history, a struggle down
the stretch, and a very non-
storybook ending - such was
the 1993-9.4 Trinity Women's
Basketball season.
The Lady Bantams split
their last four games of the sea-
son. They won at Atnherst,came
home to lose to nurnber-one-
ranked Western Connecticut
(ending their winning streak at
eleven games), then beat Vassar
at the start of reading week.
This set up the long-
awaited showdown with Will-
iams College, in a game post-
poned from February 8th due
to snow. Entering this regular
season finale, both Trinity, 16-6
at the time, and Williams, 15-6,
would fight for a berth in the
Eastern Collegiate Athletic
Conference's Division in post-
season tournament.
"Both teams were under the
impression that the winner gets
in and the loser is on the bubble,"
Bantam Head Coach Maureen
Pine said later.
Trinity, which had never
won at Williams, was unable to
eliminate that distinction, bow-
ing 63-51. The Bantams werenot
chosen for a post-season bid by
the committee, ending their '93-
94 campaign at 16-7. (Surpris-
ingly, Williams wasn't chosen
either.)
"I wasn't shocked that we
weren't taken," said Pine, an
experienced member of the
EGAG committee.
Co-captain Kate Armstrong
'94 remained upbeat despite
how the season ended. "Over-
all I'm not disappointed," she
said, "If we had beaten Will-
iams andnotmadeit, I would've
been more upset."
Co-captain Jen Hadfield'94,
was not as forgiving. "I am dis-
appointed, only in the sense that
I don't think the NESCAC got
the respect it deserves."
Early in the season, it die
look as if Trinity would be in ^ ^ " s ,
post-season contention at all.
Inconsistencyplagued theBants
in the fall semester. They es-
caped Decemberat4-3, and their ^^-'
first game back from the breâ *̂****"̂
was a disappointing |
to Worcester Ppiytfet-finic Insti-
tute.
When Trinity lost to
Wellesley, they began the turn-
ingpointofthe season. Hadfield
said "After that game we real-
ized we were a good team and
please turn to page 20
Bants Send Two To Nationals
BY PETER RHOADS
Sports Writer
In a celestial season of out-
standing highlights and forbid-
ding low lights, the Trinity Wres-
tling team finished its 8-13 sea-
son with some of it finest grap-
pling of the year. In Trinity's 20
year program it has never held
New England's: greatest wres-
tling talent like it has this year.
This past weekend Trinity was
honored by being asked to host
the New England Wrestling
Championships.
Two Trinity Wrestlers
championed the Tournament to
enter their names in the record
books when Ray Jones '97 and
co-captain Tucker MacLean '95
proved to be the best. Jones be-
came one of the youngest 158
pound wrestling champions in
New England. MacLean re-
mained undefeated while secur-
ing himself as number two seed
in the national tournament.
Ray's first match was
against the second seeded Wes-
leyan grappler Tim Brown. Al-
though Brown was the second
seeded wrestler and favored
heavily in the 158 pound bout,
he was no match for Jones' te-
nacity. Ray won the closely
contested match 7-5.
Continuing his trend, Ray
upset the sixth seeded Coast
guard Academy cadet Furgason
in a convincing 11-1 victory.
Facing the fourth seeded oppo-
nent from RIC college, Jones
used his take down to dominate
McLaughlin 17-9. Jones, using
his savvy, capitalized on poor
shooting by his opponent to
open up with a 4̂ -1 lead. Jones
finished the match by dominat-
ing the top, bottom and stand-
Inside Tripod Sports.
• Swim Team Bids McPhee Goodbye
• Indoor Track Concludes Season
• Squash Teams Make Trinity Proud
Hockey Finishes With 3 Wins
ingpositions, winning thecham-
pionship 9-4.
MacLean entered the tour-
nament as the reigning 177
pounder and the number one
seed for the 190 pound weight
class. If anyone questioned
MacLean's wrestling prowess,
all doubts were put to rest as he
won his first match in a techni-
cal fall 17-0. Although MacLean
was unable to pin his opponent
in his first match, he had no
trouble in the second match as
he pinned his Wesleyan oppo-
nent only 2:10 into the match.
MacLean's semi-final and final
match were won by an identical
8-0 score. MacLean is unde-
feated for the year and is the
number-two seed in the nation.
Trinity's wrestlingprogram
showed inspired performances
all year, led by MacLean '95,
Vassily Eliopolis '96, Ray Jones
'97, co-captain Robert Bligh '95
and Jake Shaw '95, who all had
winning seasons. Throughout
the seasonal adversity the team
remainedtough. It is this tough-
ness that will carry over next
year, and with only four seniors
leaving the team will be primed
for another successful year.
Freshman Ray Jones becomes Trinity's pride as
the reigning 158-pound champion in New England.
(CATHERINE M1CHELL
